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Thursday,October 10,1974

Turmoil Revisited

Despite e~idence·to the contrary, UNM was.once a hotbed of radical dissent. Within the span
of a few years, two strikes shut down the school, eleven students received bayonettings from
the National Guard and one LOBO reporter almost·died from gun wounds she suffered while
covering an anti-war activity. UNM was judged the second most radical campus in the country
by students of Kent State and ~ke Smalley, head of LUSC, wpoted tfle ~IJ90I*s, funds cut in
.....,....., .. utatia.tjp..n.J..or.Jt.s . fctdi.o'a.li,s·f£1,. T.-Q fJnd out ii«lre a~u~ the era of student activi.sm at ~U;N~t ~e
page 4.
·
·

U.NM Founded;
. Survives Its
First 25 Ye.afs
By GAIL GOTTLIEB
In 1889, Bernard ShandoJl Rode.y spent 36 sleepless hours jn
an effort to draft a biD calling for the formation of a 'university in
the territoty of New Mexico. A caucus . had only narrowly
defeated opposition to the introduction of such a bill, an.d Rodey
knew that he must draft and introduce his bill before the
opposition had time to regroup,
Two days later on February 28, Rodey shambled sleepily out
ot the old Palace Hotel in Santa Fe, walked down to the Inn of
the Governors and watched with elation as his bill, ••to establish
and. provide for the maintenance of the·· University 'of New
Mexico., the Agricultural Experiment, the School of Mines, and
the Insane Asylum," passed,
Many skeptics in the territory were justified in thinking that
. the bill was too optimistic, for 'there was not even a public high
school in New Mexico at the time )Vhen-Rodey proposed the
foundation of a university.
Tln:.ee years later UNM opened ita doon to 76 studen~ from all
cornen of the territory. A preparatory school for those students
who lacked a complete high school education made up the major
portion of the college, with four students enrolled in a normal
school to receive teachinl( ~ertifieatea.
UNM'a ~arly yean are vague, for there are few publications
·that record campus activity. The Mirage first a~,>peared in 1898 as
a sporadic publication written m01tly by faculty members. It was
widely diatributed throughout the territory in order to tempt
young people in outlying areas into coming to Albuquerque and
attending UNM.
The Mirage was very succeuful in its first year of publication,
and the profits were donated to the faltering Athletic
Association. School spirit was hard to drum up when the team
lost conaistently tO Atbuquergue High, the Indian School, and to
nearly everyone else it played. Gamea were played without head
or nose gear.
· ·
Roy Stamm, captain of the Albuquerque High team in 1899
recalled that a new atudent from Colorado introduced the idea of
•interference' to his achoolmatea. This tactic, when used against
the Lobos, "amazed them into defeat."
The Indian School dominated the sports scene in New Mexico
for many yean. One letterman rememben that he never .went
into a game againat them without ua ainking feeling." A wry
editorial in an early Mirage speculates that the demiae of the
baseball team may have been ~ue to a ••diet of llPOie eua
administered by th!itlndiant." · "' · · -. · · · ·
·
·
The most active and auccellfu1 sport ~oup on campus were the
(continued onpoge 10)

Hom8colnin[j: A Minute Past iS Nostalgia
By JUDY ELLIS
all alumni at the Hilton Jnn. The flatll and bicycle races will seerna there just waan 't much
To hell with at.~sterity. The Class of '64 will be the guest of highlight student homecoming student pizazz.
.. The student homecoming
national need at the moment is to honor. While rumors of bathtub activities. Not to mention a foot·
get out of the post-Watergate rut gin have not been conr~rmed, ball game in which, the Lobos committee decided that there just
and look n~talgia squarely in the there will definitely be plenty of will render the San Jose Spartans wasn't enough student support
catatonic.
this year," said Hutch
free ·booze for the alumni.
eye.
But hold on. Something has Hutchenon; head of this year'•
The roaring twenties
Before Jerry Ford's•
homecoming committee. uwe just
"anti·inDationary packages" tum celebration is being arranged in changed.
Missine from this year's felt that girls were going out for
us into inoperative imbeciles, part by Stan Hultberg Jr., clau of
spend thia weekend indulging in '64 and a member of the Alumni homecoming activities are the the homecoming queen simply
the Big Boom era. Yowza! Association's executive house decoration• and a because it was there. The whole
idea seems to have l01t a lot of
Yowza! The spirit of '24 lives at committee, and Dr. Eldred homecoming queen.
Why no queen to jazz up a meaning."
UNM'• golden homecoming Harrington, class of '24.
A free concert, a pal(eant of celebration of the Jazz age? It
'nle annual house decorations
annivenary. . ·
'111'tt 50th annivel'l8ry of UNM'•
homecoming, sponsored .bY the
~
Alumni Auociation, kicked off r
Wednftday with an "Alummobile
Tour Train" tor UNM alumni and
(1.)
their friend.. 'nle campus toun
wiD be conducted twice daily
throuali Saturday. Ah n•algia.
: . Walking Down La Luz Trail in Your Underwear ••• page 8
•ck in 1924, there were few "tin
lizzies" cNiaing thil campus.
Throupout · the test of the
(1.) The Lobo Investigates Student Senate • • • • . • • • • page 2
week there will be clasa reunions .
and open houses for the alumni of .
'
the elaaes of '24, '30 and '64. On
Bob Lawrence Remembers The Big Gome .••••• page 5
Saturday, alums will revel in the
annual Lobo 'l'amale Picnic. The"'
Mexican buffet will begin before
the Saturday football game and
Was M·ark Ac~ff A Communist? . . • • • • • I • • • • • page 5
-will .be held on the field· behind
the athletic administration office.
Biggies such as Gov. Bruce.· King,
Footbali Coach ••..••••• i I • • • I • • • • • I I • page
· Mayor Harry Kinny and Ferrel
Heady will be dishing out the
•
delectable edibles.
History .
The picnic will be · held in
• • • .•.•.•• page
conjuction with the. famous
"tailgatinl' pattyu where all
alumni are urged to bring their
Fot: The Days
Love Lust •.••.• , ..••• page 4
, own food 'and feast off the back
.ends of their CBl'l.
After the New Mexico•San 'Jose
State homecoming game, at which
the class of '24 will be ·honored,
there wiU"'be a cocktail party for
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wUI also be absent from this year's
homecoMing festivities. In the
past, sororitiea and .f-raternities
bedecked• their houses in an
impresaive display of homecoming
themea. Not so this year.
u'11te house decorations were
just too expensive to construct,"
aaid Hutchenon. ult was primarily
a Greek activity, and our aim this
year is to involve as many people
as pouible in this year's
homecoming. We hope to do this
through more active participation
in the noat contest, the free
concert and the bike l'aces," he
Aid •
So be-it.
At homecoming game half-time
lloata will be wheeled on to the
playing lield for a last judgement.
Participation in the "pageant is
open to anyone interested in
settinea theme to wheels,
Cash prizes will be. awarded to
one, two and four wheel entries,
with 15 0 bills going to the
sweepstakes winner. At present,
seven ftoats are irt the running.
Friday rtight, Wind and Silver
will entertain the homecoming
masses on the UNM Mall
beginning at 7:30. Ukulele Ike
they ain't, but the group should
get the crowd bopping. .Ir the
music doesn't, the pep rally will.
And it's all for f'ree.
Sunday's Pedaling Feat will
wind up the Spirit of '24's
homecoMing activities. The
'bicycle races, which were initiated
Jast year, are opel\ to UNM and
Albuquerque high. school
students. This year's highlight will
consist of an Ovlll Sprint in which
students will race each other for a
quarter _mile around UNM's
(continued on page 2)
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LOBO vs. Senate

Schedule Of Events
Thursday, Oct,lO

1941-1968

Alummobll~

ToUf Train-10 a.m. and 2 p.m.
.
The N11val ROTC Unit wUI conduct campus .excllrsions Thllrsday,
FridaY ~nd Saturday, Alumni will leave for tbe tours from Johnson
Gym,
Zlmml!rman Library Toul'-3 p.m.
·
The Library wUI offer tours on Thursday, Friday and Saturd;~Y at 3
p,m, A coUection·of old Mlra&es will also be cln diSPlay,
'
NROTC Open Hclt~ae-3:30 to fi:30 p,m,
d. . ..N,I!VIll
,, . Satelll'e~
. BuDdin&.
.

:.friday,. Oct, 1'1

senate when they tried to decide
By ORLANDO R. MEDINA
In the past, the ~tudent senate whether to handle a hot and
and the LOBO have taken turns controversial issue: "Is student
pointing the accusing finger.
senate going to produce the senior
A Feb, 18, 1941 editorial by class play?"
copy editor .Eddie Apodaca
No decision was reached on the
pointed out that senate was .not production because two weeks
, doing anything except producing later the headlines readi
llomecoming.
COMMITTEE OKAYS
"Tethered with a pathetic ABOLISHMENT OF SENATE.
scarcity of duties to perform, the
The senate appointed a special
student senate again faces a investigation committee
du ty·sterile calendar the next composed of the student body
three months, Once more the president, the late Gene Lusk and
problems of finding duties for the LOBO's own Eddie Apodaca
this organization emerges."
which amounted to a partial
This resulted in a major fight in committee of the LOBO

..

·! Aiui,lmoblle T.ow Train-10 a,m. and 2 p,JJI,

.. Zimmerman Llbrary.Toul'-3 p,m,
. .
Class of 1924 ciAu Raunloa-11:30 p.~.
.
Cocllltaila and Dinner for the clau memben 11nd their 1pouaes at the
Albuq11erque country club. Sponaored by the Alumni A111oaiatlon,
UNM Homecoming concert-7:30 p.m,
· ••
Wind and snver will perform. oa the Mall. There will be a pep rally

aU p,lil,

·

Popejoy Conciel.'t Hall-7 •30 p.m.
Travel Fi!Jn on Bn~U.

Saturday, Oct, 12
AlummobUe Train TOUII-10 a.m. only
En&lneerln& Reception-10 to 11:30 a,m.
Patio of Farris Enllineerln& center,
CoUe&e of Education Open Houae-10:30 to 12 noon.
Zimmerman Library Tour Lobo Tamale Picnic- I>: 30 p.m.
This annual affair wUI be held tor the first time pn the r:rass field
. directly bebind the Athletic Administration Offices aouth of the
football field
Lobo Football Gamc-7:30 p.m.
UNM Lobo&· vs. San Jose State Unlvenlty, Special half·tlme float
paaeant on football field.
Popejoy HaU-8:11> p.m. ,
AlbtlqUI'rQUC Youth Symphony
CoektaU Party Honorln& the Clau of '64
HUton Inn Ballroom. AU alumni and friends welcome.
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investigating the senate.

Sen.ate Duties·
The comm1ttee found that the
only duties performed by the
senate were homecoming and
revision of the constitution.
The composition of the ·senate
was: the student body president,
'thre~ elected officers of each
c I ass, one representative from
each college, appointed by the
dean of the college, and one
representative from each campus
organization.
Earlier in the year the LOBO
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(Continued on page 6)

Sunday, Oct. 13
The Pedallnr:.Feat-1 p,m.
Oval Sprlna. UNM Stadium Track, Free to all.

Homecoming

NewMexieo
DAILY LOBO
Vol. 78
No. 34

(Continued from page 1)

Box 20, University P.O., UNM
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131
Editorial Phone (606) 2774102, 277•4202
The New Jlexleo Dalll' Lobo Ia pub.
llahed Jlonday th10U11h Friday eveey
regular week of the Univenltv vnr
and weekly durln1r the oummer ~e~~lon
by the Board of Studont Publications of
the Univeralty of New Jlexlco, and Ia
not flnane.laUv auoc:lated with UNJI,
Second eiUo pootuo paid at Albllclueo..
que, New llexleo 87181. Sublcrlptlon
rata Is •10.00 tor the ao;ademlc ~~-·
The oplnlona elqtr...ecl on the edl·
tariol pues .ot The Doily Lobo are
thooe of the author eolety, Unsllrned
opinion Is that of the edltapol board
·of The Dally Lobo. NothlnK printed In
The Dally Lobo necessarily repri!HIIta
the views of the Unlvenlty of Ntw

lllexlco.

·;

stadium track. The five fastest
peddle pushers will be awarded 10
speeds.
The twenties. It was an era of
high times and hedonism, of
prosperity and plenty. And
everything was hunky·dory. This
weekend UNM will attempt to
nlVive that spirit.
AI Capone woul~ have loved it.
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Colcf. Keg Beer

-Co..on and Schlitz

:

e

e

V.. keg $14.69 plus tax

:
•

Taps available-$25.00 dep.
Keg Dep.-$12.00

•

•
I

DO SOMETHING ABOUT IT--TONIGHT!
Quit worrying and do something about it.
Your slow reading problem can be solved.
Permanently. Tonight we'll show you how,
and teach you how to read up to twice as fast
in the process. Free. No obligation. No hassle.
(Twice as fast is easy. Our average graduate
reads over 5 times faster with better under·
standing.) You'll be surprised how fast you can
read after only one hour. And what you
learn tonight you can begin using immediately
to catch up on your reading. Quit being
a slow reader!

DON'T KEEP PUTTING IT OFF!
The load will only get worse, and the time
shorter. Do something about the way you
read tonight.
· '
TOO GOOD TO BE TRUE?
Our half-a-million graduates know it works.
We want to prove it to you. And the best way
is to give you a free sample. You'll leave
reading up to twice as fast after the free
lesson. Forever. Just for coming. So do yourself
a favor. You've got nothing to lose and
everything tO gain.

:

~keg $24.13 plus tax

e

•.
•

NEED TO READ FASTER?
COME TO A FREE SPEED READING.
LESSON TONIGHT,
6:30 or 8:00· P.M.
\

Wine Cooler Kegs.

e
e

.I . .·
'

•

One fifth 190 proof grain
alcohol mixed in e~ch keg

:

$26.48 plus tax
.

.
PHON€ 242·2151

.

:

Room 231-E
Student. Union Buildhig

:

UNM~ampus

e
e

. mEvelyD Wood Reading Dynamics
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Longing for Lenore, Love Lust
By JON BOWMAN
Remember. Lenore . Kandel? Or SOC's
"Purification Day" in 1969 when students burned
their favorite dirty book and massed together for hot
contests of four letter word bingo? Perchance, do you
recall the lleated case of Cooper, Orzen, Thurmond &
Flowers?
These people and events were some of the more
talked about ones at UNM during the 1969-1970
· school year. That was the year UNM broke loose
from its image as just another state school in the
Southwest and became, in the words of the students
of Kent State, "The no. 2 radical school in the
country, surpassing even Berkeley."
The Kent State students' proclamation came after
UNM went on strike to oppose both the death of four
students in Ohio and the surprise invasion of
Cambodia. ·During the strike, the National Guardsmen
entered the campus. Eleven students, including a
LOBO photographer, were bayoneted.
While the strike was the most noted event of the
year, it would not have come without a series of
increasingly militant controversies which preceded it.
The Student Organizing Committee (SOC) formed
in the late sixties to serve as a front against
exploitation and censorship. Small, but well-prepared
and vocal, SOC gained almost daily newspaper
coverage during the Fall semester of 1969. The group
began its program with "University· Purification
Day."
Held in late September, the event included rock
bands, four letter word bingo and scrabble, a poetry •
reading by ex-UNM instructor Stephen Rodefer, a
censorship march and a book burning, for which
students were asked to bring their favorite dirty
book.
Among those works actually burned were ROTC
regulation pamphlets, the Sclledule of Classes, the
New Mexico Report on State Scllools and a copy of
the New Mexico Quarterly. The Quarterly was
published by the UNM English department. The
Quarterly in question was one which had been
printed but which could not be distributed by order
of the UNM Board of Regents. It featured a
"questionable" poem by San Francisco poet Michael
McClure, as well as a back cover of John Lennon &
Yoko Ono in the nude, complete with Ferrel Heady's
head superimposed over that of Lennon's.
Besides "Purification Day," SOC conducted several
campaigns on issues such as the Vietnam War, alleged
discrimination in the UNM Physical Plant and the.
ASUNM Speaker's Committee's thwarted attempt to
bring Lenore Kandel to speak.
Another active student group was the Students For
,a Democratic Society (SDS), SDS garnered less media
coverage than SOC, primarily because the group was
then engaged in low-key efforts to end capitalism. It
urged formation o£ a Co-operative Bookstore on
campus (asking ASUNM for a cool $100 to begin
operations), supported involvement in current labor
strikes and called for a massive tenant strike to make
known to the community-at-large the conditions of
University area housing.
While SOC and SDS incurred the wrath of
conservatives and state legislators alike, it was the
"Love Lust" controversy of Spring '69 which brought
the focus of the legislature upon UNM.
During that Spring, two instructors distributed the
"Love Lust" poem, written by Lenore Kandel, to
their freshmen English classes. A student complained
about the poem's obscenity and in the hue that
followed, the two instructors, Lionel WU!iams and
Ken Pollack, lost their positions. The legislature
played. a big part in the firings (they passed a
memorial demanding them, as a matter of fact) and
they also saw fit to cut the University's funding by
$50,000, using the money to support the Legislative
University Investigating Committee.
Headed by Ike Smalley, the Committee
investigated "irregularities" at UNM and served in
short as a governmental censorship board o£ the
University. Classroom materials were placed under
close scrutiny and several instructors were questioned
by the -Committee for their political acti:vities.
Another campus group which came under attack
from Santa Fe was the LOBO. Then under the
editorship of Wayne Ciddio (who is .now press
secretary for Joe Skeen), the LOBO was grilled for its
coverage of SOC and SDS and for its publication of
the notorious back· cover of the New Mexico
Quarterly,
LUIC (later changed to LUSC or Legislative
University Study ~omntittee) was kept busy in the
months that followed by frequent anti-war
moratoriums, an incident at a UNM-BYU basketball
game, ~he blocked speaking of South Carolina
Senator Strom Thurmond and finally, by the
appearance on campus of the woman who started the
legislative outburst, Lenore K11ndel.
UNM saw its first anti-Vietnam War protest in the
mid sixties, but it was not until1969 that stuaents
and student government joined the protest in mass.
An October '69 moratorium included a march of
3000 students from the Civic to Robinson Park.
Other moratoriums t'ollowec;l in November and
December.

Th~ anti-war movement lost momentum in the first

few months of 1970, but radical action on campus was
far from dead. In February, a basketball game between
BYU and UNM was interrupted for 40 minutes by
students protesting the racial discrimination of
Brigham Young policy. Eggs, salad oil and
kerosene-filled balloons had been thrown on the
playing court and on the day before the game, bricks
Ia be led 'BYU' were burled through the office
windows of Ferrel Heady and most of the athletic
·
coaches.
.Four days later, a Strom Thurmond lecture. at
Popejoy was halted by students throwmg
marshmallows and epithets at the speaker. The
students, mobilized under the name "Students
Concerned for South Carolina Children," were
protesting the overturn of a bus of black children by
whites in Thurmond's home state.
· As a result of the two incidents, charges of
"disrupting university operation" and "criminal
damage to private property" were leveled against
some of the students involved. Among them were Bill
Orzen, Allen Cooper, Barbara Brown and Sonny
Flowers. Hearings occurred simultaneously in District
Court and on the University, through the Student
Standards Committee.
The hearings proved to be as heated as the
incidents which prompted them, as LUSC demanded
expulsion o( the students, while the students
themselves made use of "circus tactics" during their
trials. Tempers flared resulting in a punch-out in
which Allen Cooper was knocked unconscious by an
irate student. As usual with the University, Leonore

rock throwing students from Albuq~;~erque High ·=::
School, Several protestors were hospitalized (Charles ~
Andrews, covering the march for the LOBO, spent a ,·
week in tlie hospital recovering from the assault.).
~

The marching stopped then, but court action !:
against the National Guardsmen had only just begun. ~
At first, the Guard contended in court that no Q
bayonetting occurred and that students had fallen g'
onto spikes or rose bushes. Later, this claim was 0
dropped, but to no avail, for on Septembe~ 21st the sa;
Guardsmen were exonerated.
Q

r

· Of the exoneration decision, Bert Hansen, then
president of GSA, said, "I feel like I've been ~
betrayed. I've been going around telling people who ",...
advocate change that they need to use the system." ~
Of the same decision, James Kirkpatrick, member ""
of LUSC, said, "a bayonet close to the seat of the
pants is a good teacher."
.
As 1970 progressed, the state of student activism
on campus decreased despite prognostications that
the trend would be otherwise.
The following spring (71) saw few student
demonstrations or rallies, but it did see the emergence
of two new organizations bent ori involving studentS
in changing the system.

On February 16th, Gay Liberation officially
became a chartered organization on campus.
According to Dan Butler, president of the new
organization, "people in Gay Liberation are more
militant than the people in older homosexual
groups-One, Inc., Mattachine Society and Daughters
of Bilitis. We are on the left."
The other major organization to form in the spring
of '72 was the Vietnam Veterans Against the War
(VV AW). The UNM chapter participated in Operation
Dewey Canyon (the convergence of Vets upon
Washington), but they had difficulty even mustering
fifty for their first rally on the Mall. At the time,
VVAW member and ASUNM Senator R,ay Baca
stated, "the anti-war spirit in America is dead."
Another group which came to prominence in 1971
was the Students for Environmental Action, whose
message became more militant as trees and grasslands
became roads and houses.
People's Park, a loose· coalition of students and
faculty, secured permission to create a park between
Johnson Gym and the University College building and
they were also instrumental in establishing U1e first
"Celebration of Spring" on March 21st.

irate student. As usual with University procedure,
Cooper and company were finally given severe, but
relatively toothless, reprimands.
Invited by ASUNM, GSA, SOC, SDS, Black
Students Union, the English Department Poet Series,
the American Studies Program and the Committee for
Defense of the University, Leonore Kandel carne to
Popejoy Hall during the first week of May, 1970.
Attended by a crowd of over 3000 faitbfuls, her
poetry reading also attracted a handful of Bible-toting
fanatics who had come "to drown out Kandel's
performance with psalm reading." She spoke
uninterrupted as the group came late and could not
gain t!ntrance into Popejoy. NonetheleS&, LUSC
unanimously pa5sed a resolution of censure against
Ferrel Heady and the Board of Regents for permitting
Kandel to speak.
Kandel's appearance proved to be a mere diversion,
for two days after her reading, President Nixon
se~:retly decided to invade Cambodia and four
students were shot to death at Kent State for
protesting that decision. Jane Fonda was here at the
time, and with her guidance, a group of students
seized the ROTC building.
Eric Nelson, newly elected president of ASUNM
lil!nounc_ed the students were on strike in sympathy
With .the dead Kent State students and in protest of
Cambodia. A rally held on the Mall on May 6th drew
2000 participants and the decision was then tnade to
occupy the Student Union Building for an indefinite
length of time.
The faculty voted to suspend normal operation of
the University and also voted· to call for the
impe11chment of Nixon. However, Governor David
Cargo decided to bring National Guardsmen on
campus to quell the disorder and in the melee that
followed 11 students were bayonetted and 131 were
arrested, int!biding ASUNM President Nelson hitnself.
Nt!:kt day, a small group of students numbering
around 300 marched downtown. Their march was
stopped, this time not bY the Guard, but by a band of

i

Editor From-'54
.And Big Game .

The demonstration continued the next day, a
Thursday, and rather than losing momentum, it
picked up more" students. The police were dropping
tear gas cannisters from a helicopter encircling the
University and in addition to the Anthropology
Lecture Hall, they gassed Coronado Dorm.
Demonstrators vowed lo continue their efforts until
the U.S. withdrew from Vietnam.
That statement proved to be premature for three
days later, Albuquerque was calm. However, in the
meantime,· a peaceful candlelit march of students,
teachers and laborers drew 15,000 people that Friday
and several coalitions were formed to end the war as
fast as possible. Unilateral· withdrawal were the words
of the day.
The war soon ended (or at least that part of it
eapa.ble of generating widespread protest) and with its
demise came the end o£ "the movement." Scattered
protests have continued at UNM (the Black athletic
boycott, Larry Casuse's kidnapping of Regent Emmet
Garcia and the occupation of the LOBO), hut all told,
the days of unrest are over.
•And the days of conformity seem a little closer
With l!ach morning.
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By BOB LAWRENCE
booted over the Sandias in some
Ed, Note: L.awrence was editm· such Herculean endeavor, But in a
0 ?f the. LOBO Ill .1954-55. He naw season of more downs than ups
..,;j IS an mstructor 111 the Journalism
the heroics looked unattainable.
~ Depar~ment:
· With little more than a minute to
~
R 1 d 1 c u I o u s I y play, a tie looked more and more
over-~horeographed,
even by like a moral victory.
0
.li! Busby Berkley standards. That's
Three Points for Popejoy
~ th~ ~nly way, .aft?r 20 years of
Twenty-seven years eal'!ier, a
;:e oc aswnal med1tatu;m and mental young man named Tom Popejoy
ii: overhaul, to describe the 1954 had kicked a field goal enabling
~ Homeco~ing at the University of UNM to beat Arizona 3-0, but in
• New Mex1co.
1954 it seemed gods no longer
':
In those days it was The Big trod the turf. Some of the
)' G.ame. On an overcast, 'thirstier fans were leaving the
11oo mJd-November Saturday, two
stadium but then-UNM
have·not teams s~ruggled furio_usly President' Popejoy and othe.r
up and. down Zimmerman F1.e!d, die-hards stayed.
.
Ex-LOBO editors Bob
sm~E_l. yielded to the Humamt1es
Guerrete kicked, and fans died. Lawrence
(above) and Mark Acuff
Bu1ldmg, Ortega Hall, Wood~ard On the Aggie side.
(below)
before
grew their
I don't recall whether he split mustaches. Acuffthey
Hall a~d the Boo~ St~re. Higher
was
a
renowned
educatiOn extracts 1ts pr1ce. .
the uprights or booted the pigskin·
commie
sympathizer
while
Colorado A & M (smce squarely between the uprights.
Lawrence
(with
his
"LOBO
ascended to Colorado State
But it was a damned fine field
·l!NIVERSITY) and UNM were g0 a) at any rate. Just like in the Lovelies") was a dirty y~ng man.
bed 7-7, each squad alternately MGM tradition by Berkeley out of
!tying to .snatch defeat from the Frank Merriweli.
Jaws of VIctory all ~fterl?oon. It
The Grail had been found.
seemed half ~he playmg time 'Yas Right made might. The great
spent watchmg punts travelmg chain of being rattl.ed, swayed by
from the ( ~ducated) toes of a partisan roar from old grads,
punters to receivers.
ecstatic women in fur coats and
."U':~~le to mount sustained m a Je undergraduates, their
drwes IS one feathery phrase that duck-tailed haircuts scooped
~oats dc_>wp from the gh~~tly, intricately into Kreml patterns,
The collective adrenalin boiled
smce-vamshed sports coop, 'Not
to be denied" is another, but let through the body university and
that ~ass, for the moment.
.
overflowed ·as if the Mississippi
W 1 t h P e o p I e c fl. r 1 n g had been .dumped suddenly into
t.remendously-m a .t1me of the not-so-silvery Rio Grande.
Simpler, lessrelevantpassJOn-Ray
"Silver Rio Grande" is
(Punchy) Gu.errete and his significant; the phrase occurs in
te am.mates. hned up for a the Alma Mater which was sung,
last·mmute field goal atte~pt. Mr. after the final" gun sounded, as we
Guerrete was the type of hneman used to say It was sung in unison
who made Achilles look spindly. and for on~e everyone seemed to
He had muscles on top of know the words.
.
•
muscles and was the very person
The same ecstatic gratitude
you'd select if you wanted a steer
-(Continued on page 11)
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By MARK ACUFF
Ed. Note: Acuff was editor of
tile LOBO

i11

1961-62. He is

/lOW

tlze editor of tile New Mexico
illdepe11dent.
What was UNM like in
September of 1959, when I first
set foot there? Well, pretty much
liko it was in 1949 an\! 1939, I
expect. A slightly overgt·own cow
college with little to recommend
it other than rather peculiar
· architecture. I had never heard of
it before, haying been sent this
way due to a full quota in the
Navy ROTC scholarship program
at Berkeley, where I really wan ted
to go,
Needless to say, I'm glad I
didn't go to Berkeley-as it turned
out, the competition in California
was fierce, whereas at UNM I was
able to rise to the exalted level of
noted student leader,. witnessed
by the facts that several admirers
threw an acid bomb in my
window at the LQbo office, my
fraternity tried to sue me for dues
for meetings I never had time to
go to, my cherry '37 Chevy was
demolished on Sigma Chi Rd. by a
station. wagon encountered while
attempting to move in on Miss
Wool of New Mexico and drive at
the same time, not to mention
that fiends in the bowels of the
administration building forced me
to take a semester of nothing but
soccer in order to get my damned
degree, which another branch of
the administration immediately
locked up in a vault, where it
moulders this day as hostage for a
parking ticket I have not paid and
·
will not pay.
Never mind-1 have dreams in
which I'm elected president of the
Board or Regents, and all the
fiends are seen fleeing the

campus-pouring out of every rat
hole and steam tunnel.
This all goes back to the tense
situation in the war between the
'sexes at that point in UNM
history. Modern students will no
doubt completely disbelieve the
notion · that Uiere were once
segregated dormitories, with
guards to keep lust-c1·azed
sophomores out of Hokona. Thus
normal human mating ceremonies
were often carried out behind the
couch in the Hokona lobby, or
else in decayed back seats of '49
Chevy sedans in the parking lot,
where another guard poked a
flashligh.J; in random windows.
Parents trusted their daughters
somewhat less in the pre-chemical
era.
But the 1960's brought not
only the Pill, but the era of
student activism, the sit-in
movement, JFK and a nationwide
swell of idealism which has since
been so thoroughly shattered by
events that its likes probably
never will be seen again.
l anticipated all that activism
by running immediately for
freshman class president and
losing overwhelmingly. That was
my introduction to student
politics, .which convinced me to
go into student journalism,
despite the fact that I was
majoring in Latin American
Studies, for reasons still unknown.
But it was through student
politics that I met Mark
Thompson and Mike Stryker,
which led us to the interesting
conclusion that it was possible to
destroy student government. So
we destroyed one to see if it could
be done, impeaching seven
student council members and
(Continued on page 8)
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But other~ise, no significant action occurred until
the following spring (barring a spontaneous riot in
June supported by no coalitions and manned by
teenagers out for a lark).
That spring, President Nixon once again shocked
students across the nation with his decision to mine
the major harbors of North Vietnam.
Students took to the streets surrounding most U.S.
campuses. In Albuquerque, a sizeable group marched
on May 9th from the Mall down Central to 1·25
There, they blocked traffic for two hours until a
LOBO reporter, Carolyn Babb Coburn, was shot in
the throat by policeman Phillip Herrera.
Pandemonium broke loose with the announcement
broadcast around the nation that a UNM student had
been killed.
Next day, the Gibson entrance to Kirtland Air
Force Base was blocked non-violently, resulting in 27
arrests and tear gassing such as had never been seen in
Albuquerque. Shouting cries of ..Give Peace A
Chance," and "One, Two, Three, Four. We Don't
Want Your Fucking War," the demonstrators left
Kirtland and regrouped at Wilson Park.

'Commie' Editor's
Desk Is Bombed·
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106 B CORNELL S.E.
(REAR ENTRANCE)
PATIO & DINING ROOM FACILITIES

11 A.M.-1 A.M. SUN.-THURS.
11 A.M.·3 A.M. ·FRI. & SAT.

Sandwiches
FEATURING:
PEPPERONI
BEEF
BELL PEPPERS
ONION
SAUSAGE
HAM

· Provolone (Italian Cheese) . .. . . .. • . .. .. .. .. .. • • . .. $1.00

GREEN CHILl
BACON
SALAMI
MUSHROOM
BLACK OLIVES
CANADIAN BACON
JALAPENOS

Salami (cotto) •.. ~ . • . . . .. . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . • • . • . . . . •
WE'RE SO HARD TO FIND
WE'VE GOT TO BE GOOD

SMALL • . . • • . . . . . . . • . • . . • . . . 1.65
MEDIUM ... , ............ ~ .. 2.75
LARGE . • • . • . • . • • . . . • . • . . • . • 4.00

NEW YORK STYLE
ADDITIONAL ITEMS:

• t

Small ····················~· $.25
Medium .................... . $.40
Large~···············~····· $.50
.. Plain cheeze pizza $.251ess
COMBINATION (all items)
small . ~ •...•...•.•.... -. -. . • . 3.50
Medium . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . • . • . . 4.50
Large .••.•..••• -· . . . . • . • • . . • 6.00

268-2300
WE DELIVER

1.10

Capocollo (Italian Ham) . • • . .. .. .. . .. . . • .. . • .. .. .. . 1.10
Ham .............................................. 1.10
Salami & Provolone . . . • . • • • . . • . • . . . . . . • . . • • . . . . . . . 1.30
Capocollo & Provolone ....•......••...•.....•..... 1.30
Ham & Provolone .....••.. •......••......•.•..•..•. 1.30
Special (Capocollo, Salami & Provolone) •...•.••.... 1.40
Bacon, Lettuce & Tomato .•....•..•....•..•••..••. 1.35
Steak .....................................-........... . ·1.50
with onion ............ ~......•...••. _.•....•... 1.65
*roll $.05 extra

Hot Italian Heroes
Sausage (Hot Italian) .................•..•.•••.•.•
Meatball (Homemade & Huge) ................... ; .
Eggplant Parmigiano
.
. (smothered with cheese) .. : ........... : ..... : .
*All above orders with onion ....................... .
With cheese or extra cheese ·.....•.......•......•.
Salad (lettuce, black olfves, celery,
tomatoes & onions) with homemade
Italian dressing ...•......• ,. .•.. ~ •.••....••..
Homemade Minnestrone Soup (large bowl)

1.20
1.20
1.20
.15
.15

.50
.40

..
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LOBO vs Senate194·1-1968

(Continued {10m page 2)

had found that several of the
officers had been elected
uncons ti tu tionally. Also the
senate had spent only a grand total
of $20 on student activities: Their
yearly budget was about $300.
It was then that the student
senate took drastic action on the
committee report and two weeks
later (senate met every two
weeks) tabled the resolution to
abolish the senate ..
i\n election passed and the
resolution was apparently
forgotten. That year's election
headline read: COUNCIL
ELECTS DOWNER PRESIDENT.
The winner for student body
president was Trudelle Downer.
On Sept. 1, 1944 the student
senate was con.fronted by
dissatisfied students who
demanded that the activity fee,
which at that time included the
tic
be reduced and

~~OOCCf!JJ~
Organic Soaps I Shampoos
lute Ruga from India
l.ndia Prinh

Paraphernalia
lewelry
• hn,.rtetl hatll
frem Chl11a I Africa

the senate was lack of attendance
at meetings.
Meanwhile the Student Council
was taking a firm stand on
whether students ~hould patronize
Okie Joe's after the treatment
students had been receiving.
Several students were told by
the proprietor to "Get the •··· out
of here and don't come back."
The debate was also enflamed bY
the sanitary conditions of the
place.
The issue at hand in Student
Senate in Feb .. 1950 was the
amount and payment of· the
student body president's salary,
The battle was between the
senate, the Finance Committee,
and the Judiciary branch. The FC
wanted the president to get $50 a
month while the senate and
judiciary wanted it to stand at
$75.
The editorial opinion was that,
"The job is worth $7 5 a month,"
A side comment in the editorial
stated about the FC decision, "a
finding which smelled violently of
politics."
It was also at this time that the ·
new constitution first used the
term Associated Student of the
University of New Mexico,
The LOBO at this time was
under fire from students who say
the paper was not printing their
letters or "losing them."
The proposed new constitution
was passed, but due to what was
called, "student apathy," only
423 votes were cast out of a
possible 2812.

1820 CENTRAL SE
243·1.988
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Now we jump to May 1954
when the late breaking news frqm
the Student Senate was that
incoming freshmen would be
required to wear a beanie with the
UNM insignia.
.. :Meanwhile the LOBO was
"''inVolved in a poll of
"unconditional leniency," for a
group of male students involved in
a panty raid.
"At least 150 ·men were
involved in the raid and an untold
number of coeds spurred them on
once they got going," an editorial
read.
The editorial mentioned that
the university admhtistration was
trying to ta)(e moral action.
The emotion flew high and the
LOBO took a definite stand with
the senate. A11 cditot•ial by editor
Bob Lawrence . reflected that,
"Perhaps Panty Raids reflect a
growing trend to confuse
liberalism and freedom with
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Coeds Spur Panty Raids

and of course- RECORDS
(Albums from $3.79)
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reallocated. The fee at that time
was $7.00.
Students wanted a referendum
that would eliminate the Band,
the Associated Women, the Drama.
Club, the Student• Council (the
representative body which elected
th c student officers) and the
Debate Council from the budget. ·
Eventually no group was
drastically cut from the budget
and the LOBO editorial called• the
senate's handling of the matter,
"A perfect example of true
democracy."
The editorial pointed out the'
only flaw was the interruption of
certain students at the meeting
who were described as impolite,
·
Council vs Senate
In the August 1945 issue of the
LOBO the editorial took off on
the fight between the Student
Council and the Student Senate.
Accusations flew on both sides
but the
major charge against '
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Ucense .. "

Later the ·senate unanimously
defeated a motion to make the
LOBO print two issues a week
instead of three. AJso at a later
budget hearing the senate voted to
cut the LOBO's budget and the
money was allocated to the Rally
Committee and the women's
recreational council.
The student activity fee at this
time was $9.00 and the
constituency was crushed when
the student president vetoed the
"mandatory beanie bill."
(continued on page 9)
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The Greeks: A
Long History
-Of Hazing
By MICHAEL O'CONNOR
continued, "while the thud of
How would you like to walk wooden paddles on flesh resounds
down La Luz t~ail from Sandia in the Greek lodges,"
"Perhaps there is something in
peak in your underwear with only
a nickel to your name?
the juvenile lunacies of Hell Week
This is a legendary example of that lends additional strength to
the kind of hazing young men had the enduring bonds of fraternity "
to face in years past in their quest the editorial said. · "But wh~t
to become members of that ritualistic significance this
peculi~ university phenomenon,
barbarism has as a build-up to the
the fraternity, Does it still go on? serious, formal initiation that
Only your local fratemity knows follows is hard to understand."
for sure.
"Indications are that the

Pledging was invented when
universities began insisting that
persons joining fraternities have
some sort of academic
qualifications.
Since incoming freshmen had
no grade average, they had to wait
a semester so they could establish
a grade average high enough to
enable them to ioin.
Instead of joining a fraternity
and becoming an "active"outrigbt
they would "pledge" to join the
fraternity of their choice and,
barring blackballs and othe.r
pledge pitfalls, would be initiated
at the end of the semester.
It was upon this basis that the
microcosmic class system known
as the fraternity began.
Actives, o1· initiated members
of the fraternity, began looking
upon pledges in the same light that
Marine drill instructors see
recruits in basic training.
An adversary system evolved,
pledges against actives, in which it
became the actives' goal, his duty
in fact, to break down the
plt;dge'~ existing persQ_nality and
build h1m back up as a fraternity
member.
Then, through intensive
fraternity education reinforced by
punishment for not being able to
spit out the fraternity founders,
the founding date, the gr!!ek
alphabet and v~ious other trivia,
the pledge was completely
indoctrinated.
This paddle•reinforced
"education" went on all semester,
reaching a frenzied peak, during
the week before in ~tiation,
referred to as Hell Week, a time
when sadism was the order of the
day.
.
·
An. editorial in the Feb. 14,
1941 LOBO entitled "Abolish
Hell Week Practices," described
the general student opinion of
fraternity activities.
"'11m advent of the second
semester has broUght forth the
usual hazings of wild eyed
freshmen," the editorial said,
"indicating that fraternity
initiates are getting underway."
''Young neophytes are
beginning to appear in
embarrassing regalia,~' it

university has grown up. And as it
matures one fails to see the
wisdom in the childish and
somewhat insane attempts of
supposedly select groups to inflict
physical humiliation upon those
whom they will soon call
brothers," it said.
"All organizations have
abandoned the name "Hell
Week," but in most cases the old
familiar practices still exist," the
. editorial 'concluded. "The

complete abolishment of these
practices wo~1ld be a notable
achievement of the Interfraternity
Council (IFC). That is, if there
still is a council,"
In 1974 the IFC still exists and
hazing still exists in some
chapters, but John Allen, IFC
president, said it is rapidly
disappearing.
"The fraternity attitude used to.
be 'join our fraternity and we 'II
make you more of a man,' " Allen
said. "Does it make a man better
because of the pain or
embarrassment he can Jive
through?"
People coming to the university
from high school were more·
mature, Allen said, and
fraternities started losing money
and pledges because no one would
put up with the traditional hazing.
"All it took was a few
fraternities to lose their entire
pledge classes and things started
to change," he continued.
"Fraternities were promising
things to the pledges during rush
1111d not coming through later-the
pledges left."
AII,en said people wanted to
belong to something necessary in
the sixties and early seventies and
the standard fraternity stereotype
was seen as unnecessary.
Some fraternities have junked
the whole pledge idea, he said,
a·nd now call new members
associates who can participate in
meetings and vote and arc
generally treated like initiated
members.
"In the past fraternities tried to
regiment the pledges," Allen said.
"Now the fraternity becomes a
focal point for individuals-we try
to take what we have in common
as a basis for dealing with those
things we may not agree on and
we try to understand each other." ·
Do fraternities still have the
dirty, nasty, rasty image?
"We still·have problems," Allen
said, "Hazing still goes on in one
chapter but their attrition rate is
. high-they ~en't ,getting many
pledges."
He said people only saw what
went on outwardly-the parties
the boisterous people at footbali
and basketball game or the
wat~rmelon busts.
Actually, things seem to be the

many years. Many people howe
been predicting that the Greek
system' will disappear from
campus life- and that, even now
they are disintegrating. .
·'
However, it seems they are as
strong and boisterous as ever just
a I it tie more co .vert thai1
traditional.

Commie.

• •

removing them from office. Those
were the days.
When I was a sophomore we
discovered a diversion known to
abound at UNM, ranging from
full-scale Sig vs. Pike fights to the
death in Okie Joe's (once totally
destroyed in· such a fashion) to
lighting bonfires in front of
President Popejoy's official
residence, calling' KQEO and
announcing an impending riot and
waiting for all the students wh,o
heard it on, their radios to rush
~ut of the dorms and begin the
r10t, whence would appear legions
of cops and firemen, resulting in
several people being thrown out
of school after losing theh· heads
and stealing fire trucks and things.
Then there was Santa Cruz
Chavez de Alderette, who almost
started a statewide civil war wh<:n
he appeared at the door of the
frat in charge of the official
cannon at· New Mexico State
(Continued on page 23f
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(continued from page 6}

The sen ate retaliated and
t.
passed Bill #4 requiring freshmen
O to wear beanies.
That year the senate also
o intervened in parking problems
'"' for students and the amouut of
~ money charged by the physical
~ plant to set and clean up the
,
,
'
0 Fiesta.
·~
. Greek Control
~ . The year of 1958 brought
"" turmoil to the senate when
~ President Jack Little called for
z reform in the balloting system.
c> "Any voting system in which
Ql there is cheating and corruption is
\¥' useless. The small time thinking of
~ · a gro).lp of politicos must be
sacrificed in favor of the entire
student body," Little said.
The LOBO editorial endorsed
Little's suggestion on grounds
that, "The preferential system is a
voting method that allows the
Greek organizations on campus to
control, almost entirely, student
government."
The vice president, Don Fedric,
came out in favor of the
preferential'voting system since be
was a member of the Greeks.
At that time Fedric's party was
one of the "minorities" on the
campus,
o
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LOBO Investigation
December 1962 brought the
LOBO under fire by the Student
Council in a recommendation to
the Student Publications Board.
The recommendation read that
the LOBO policies be investigated
foJ "an alleged lack of coverage of
campus news."
The charges also stated that the
LOBO had been putting emphasis
on international news and that the
paper "had shoved it (campus
news) to the back corner of the
paper."
In other business the senate
{fought for funding money for a
training dummy for the life guards
and training books for fallout
shelters. ·
Later in the PUB Board hearing
the editor of the LOBO defended
the newspaper by pointing out the
lack of people on the staff.
The students and faculty with
complaints then presented a
petition against the LOBO. There
was no follow-up on the action.
The only other action against
the LOBO came later when the
head of the journalism
department leveled a charge of
"disloyalty" at the editor, John
MacGregor, stemming from the
publication of two articles by
another former editor, Mark
Acuff.
In the articles Acuff said that
the paper received no cooperation

from the journalism department
and that the students of the
dep~tment were not capable of
dealing with a free and growing
newspaper like the LOBO.
McGregor was retained as the
editor.

,

Park-Ins and Sit-Ins

The next jump is into the
violent and· active late sixties. In
those times the students, the
se~ate and the LOBO were united
in activism and against the
administration.
An example was the headline
from the Oct. 14, 1968 LOBO
where a student and a senator
called for a "Park·in" to 'demand
open parking lots for the students
on campus.
Other incidents of that week
included voting for homecoming
queen and an incident when a

• • •
student, Allen Cooper was
removed for sitting-in at a Navy
ROTC drill.
On Oct. 29 three students were
suspended from UNM for their
p&rt in a demonstration against
the Navy ROTC.
A LOBO editorial called the
suspension "a course set that can
only lead to mutual and fl'Uitless
conflict."
'
. On Oct. 30 the senate met to
d1scuss the suspensions and passed
a resolution opposing the
ad ministration's action's in
suspending the students. Part of
the resolution read: "Be it further
resolved that Student Senate
deplores the action taken by the
administration and calls for
im.mediate redress," That night
the senate meeting drew one of
(continued on page 15)
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(Continued from page 5)

same as they were 30 years ago,
except that the pledges might be
getting a better deal than before.
Greeks used to control student
government and still do, the only
difference is that they do not
emphasize the fact that they are
Greeks the way they used to.
Socia! life goes on in the
fraternities the way it has for
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UN M Survives First 25 Years

.Lawrence
(Continued from page 5)
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women's basketball teams the Olympians and the Gladmtors.
which met Prometheus after he had
Many of the girls on camp~s turned out regularly to practice, and
ripped .off the gods' fire for
humanity met the Wolfpack and
everyone attended the h<mie games. .
united town and gown in a
Fashions at the turn of the century were cumbersome. Girls
glorious weekend splurge. It was a
wore· voluminous skirts, high-laced shoes, and high-necked
moment for sharinft in a time less
shirtwaists with leg'o 'mutton sleeves.
.
.
.
Men imprisoned themselves in heavily starched shn-ts, w1th
crowded among people not yet
bosoms so stiff that a rhythmic popping sound could be produced
emotionally sandbagged by too
many complications and
by tapping their chest. This became a popular method of
classroom harassment
betrayals.
The Korean conflict had ended
Social life on ca~pus was reasonably structured and one
student later recalled that they were a bunch of "small town
the year before, and ended a u.s.
prigs." Candy-pulls and group sings were among the main
record of never having started or
activities, and they centered around the c;ampus, for Albuquerque
lost a war. TherQ was no
was a dusty walk down the hill, and few of the students had any ,
tie-breaker along the 38th parallel.
People didn't like it but they were ~..........!~.............-.~...... ..,..~ ....... ~....... ~.........,....,................ ..,.~.,..~
enduring the hangover. In the
.
~
White House major decisions \
centered on whether to use a
9-iron or pitching wedge on the
manicured green· near 1600
Pennsylvania Avenue.
It was an orderly time when
:~'~-'
AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO l§§
World War II veterans were
J
making it big, the Korean vets
were trying to catch up and get
rich quick, too.· The first
THE BIKE
rumblings of more sanguine issues
present
SHDP
about basic civil and· economic
rights were barely heard.
4700 Crowd Campus
Enrollment at UNM had soared
to 4,700 and people then-as
now- said the university was
getting too big; you didn't know
everybody any more. The major §
socio·legal issues were ina!)equate
parking and where violators were
to be tried for their crimes.
Students worried about raising
their tuition in time for the next
semester or whether the right
featuring th.e
sorority or fraternity would ask
§
them or whether they'd get a job
or go into graduate school or find
the right book in Zimmerman
Friday October 11-7:30 pm
Library. They condemned
Adults $1.50
dormitory food and lodging, the
Lobo, the (then) Student Council,
Fac/Staff $1.25
§
the Greeks or the independents or
the faculty. There was either too
Students, children $1.00
§
The handmade bicycle from France
much memorization, or lectures
had nothing to do with real life,
Te1.277-3121
or were overly concerned with.
it-mired in reality and without .L,......,....,..,.,_..... ...,.~...,......,.,.,.. ...... ...,...~,~....,.......,..,.,..~.....,.,~.....,........
!_aGaiOC;IOCIOCIOCIOC:tOC:IOIIIIOOCIIOCIOC:toeiiOIIOIIIIOIIIOIDGOCIIOCIIOIIOI--DOC.q
broad vision.
·
Faculty complained that
students did not work hard
enough and many of thein blamed
this on the fact nobody took
Greek or Latin any more. If the
issues seem familiar now, they
loomed larger then because they
were isolated and not obscured by
the shadow of relevance or borne
down hard upon tlui conscience.
"Frame of reference" had not
been invented.
Neither had the Frisbee.
Nobody punctuated speech
with "really" or "like man,
y'know?" Thl! age, if anything,
was far in, not out.
Rolling stones were the subjects
of proverbs. If they gathered no
moss they certainly did not dig
grass.
UNM was then, it seems, more
visible and yet more apart from a
community that was ripping up
mesa land to the east in a march
toward the mountains. Houses
were being built out in the
boondocks-San Pedro, Menaul
uu, ......,., soft sole comfort from
and Indian .School Road. The
remote outskirts.
Co.ver Girl for 19.95. Great casual
Homecoming-Big Deal
with soft crepe soles for
Homecoming was then a very
big deal, a time for visiting and
long•wearability and comfort.
renewal. The 1954 Homecoming
Easy on your feet-and your
Queen was Dorothy Lewis, head
N 7 to 10 forM 5 to 10,
wallet!
majorette for the marching band.
Her silver majorette skirt was a
choose (top) "Fox" natural
daring, mid-thigh length,
oxford, center seamed smooth
constrasting happily with the
leather, in camel, or (bottom)
cheerleaders' red corduroy outfits
that perched decorously two inces
"Koala" oxford, sand su ..de
below the knee cap: The bottom
upper.
of the knee cap.
Women's Shoes
It is some consolation to report
that the former Miss Lewis still
looks as if she could slip easily
into hllr floor·length, white
homecoming formal.
_,._ ..L .....~ . .. . - · At least one of the '54 ·
cheerleaders could J;till suit up
SAV§ G~SI LE!: US SHOP FOR VOUICALL29B-B71 f,"Ext. goon
. _ ~--- ·-~- . _::'=::.~---·
easily in her ensemble. She is a ~c
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UN M Founded/ Survives First 25 Ve·ars
· (Continued from page 10) .·
of allegiance to one's 'granfalloons' was necessary, and he instilled
this in his students.
School spirit was not the only contribution Tight made to
UNM, He remodeled Hodgin Hall in a Pueblo style, and built
other buildings on campus in the same fashion, in spite of
continuing opposition from various sources. Finally Tight gave in
to pressure and the remaining buildings erected during his tenure
were made delihetately plain so that they could later be modified
to conform with whatever style of architecture finally won out. It
was not until 1927 that the regents finally took things into theil·
own hands-as regents are wont to do-and decreed that Pueblo
style would be the 'order of the day.
Tight planted the pine grove beside Hodgin Hall, supposedly
from seedlings and young trees pirated from forest service land.
He brought tame squirrels back from Ohio to populate the
treetops.
"William George" as Tight· was referred to by his students,
became a nearly legendary figure on campus. One legend has it
that Tight, angered by the· herds of cattle browsing through the
campus at night, began to round them up each night on his _
cowpony, Billy, and ran them downtown where they could
browse on the residential gardens. After a few weeks of this the
sheriff got the hint· and cattle stopped wandering through the
campus.
In another story, Billy was decorated with zebra stripes by
William George Tight and the Sara Reynolds Home Economics class. Tight was responsible for,
Halloween pranksters. Tight, discovering the prank early in the
among other things, the pine grove by Hodgin Hall and campus squirrels (the furry variety).
evening, spent the night removing Billy's stripes. The next
morning he spotted the culprits by the amazement on their face
when they saw Billy in his natural state.
Tight could handle practical jokers in other ways, too. The
Yum Yums, a mysterious secret club which Jed an "exciting,
intermittent, and precarious existence" instigating practical jokes
were redirected into a fraternity by Tight. Once the obstreperous
(continued from page 5)
Student Union Building which streaming toward the mountains.
energies of the Yum Yums were focused on organizing the Alpha
staff member here and will not be now has been converted to The Tuesday Lobo (it was a
Alpha fraternity, their roughhousing faded away and no more was
identified because if she is named anthropological and Maxwell thrice·weekly, then) was put out,
heard of them.
she will kill me.
Museum purposes, The PeP rally reminding freshmen they had to
In 1902 the Mirage went from a sporadic publication to a
There was a bonfire coronation on campus somehow poured pick u·p mid·term grades in person
weekly paper, with a newsy format. The students began to test
ceremony and pep rally the night through the halls of Highland high from their faculty advisors (others
their power against the faculty. A cool editorial in a 1902 Mirage
before the game. There was the school en route downtown; the could call at the records office).
Ray Gucrrctc said something
remarked that faculty contributions were no longer needed in the
game, with its cardiac destructive principal protested but the kids
during the Monday pep rally that
Mirage and " .•. actual experience has shown that the students
element, the big dance that dug it.
can and should have complete control of their paper."
Obliging police blocked traffic does linger. "If you ever sec me,
Saturday night and a meaningful
A famous prank perpetrated about this time involved the
student demonstration Sunday for UNM students at Fourth and 20 years from now," he told the
student body president and several of the senior boys, who raided
night in front of the president's Central where the city's biggest crowd, "I'd sure like it if you'd
a dinner being held for the girls basketball team by the Sigma
floating pep rally continued, step up and say you remember
borne.
Idealistic, dedicated students blasting away while appreciative when I kicked that field goal."
Sigma sorority.
It would be nice to tell him
While one boy stole the cake and ice cream intended for
wanted a holiday from class the alumni merchants and shoppers
dessert, another boy "shot" student body president Frank Light.
next day.
smiled benignly. It was an easier ttrat, this weekend.
You know?
Light-a Rhodes scholar-lay splashed with red ink until a
They got one, after another age, more genteel. Class. .
Really,
spirited pep rally in the old
The pep rally evaporated,
volunteer nurse began to unbuttom his shirt, at which point he

'·54 And The Big Game·

Sl:ap by and hav• a laak at:
aur ••l•c:t:ian af ta •P••d•
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(Cimtinued on page 16)
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transportation.
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A circular advertlsmg the umversity had described the road
leading up the hill from town to the cam~us as a :'shady country
lane." Students who had had actual e~perJence With th1s count~y
lane described it m~~e accurately as a rocky. was.h of boulders
and gravel a~d dust. A .hack owned by the U111vers1ty s~opped at
a drugst?re m town t~ ptck up and ~rop off students tw1ce a day.
OccasiOnally the w1ldest boys shppe~ out to a b_ar and drank
down an entire .glass of ~eer, but th1s' was considered to be
exceptionally dar.mg, Smokmg was also ~rowned upon, but those
students who d1d smoke preferred p1pes or roll-your-owns,
scorning "boughten" ~igarettes a~.eff<:minate..
.
William George T1ght, UNM s thtrd pres1dent, was a maJor
,influence in shapi!lg UNM's students into a unified group. Tight
had grown up durmg the age of na1~iOJlalis~~·
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slick leather. Wedge
sole, squishy ankle
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UNM's Future Uncertain, But
'

.

By JOHN RUCKER
Students who ·agree with·
Shakespeare that "What is done, is
done" might be more interested in
what the future holds for UNM
than in the nostalgic past.
Unfortunately, the future is less .
clear than the analysis of one
anonymous mall·dweller who said,
"I think UNM is going to bell, and
I'm glad I'm graduating,"
Calls for a junior college
program to supplement university ·
courses, uncertainty over the fate
of the differential funding
proposal, and the retirement of
Ferrel Heady as UNM's President
make prognosticating difficult, if
not impossible;
·
"This is certainly a time of
· transiti()n," said Vice President
for Student and Campus Affairs
HaTOld Lavender. "I welcome the
junior college proposal. I think
that in the future we will become
a different kind of institution
than we have been historically, We
will have a good academic program
~nhanced by the junior colleges,
instead of wasting facilities on·
providing instruction that a junior
college could do better.
Expansion of work·studies,
minority and individual research
courses are favored by many
administration and faculty
leaders, but moat prefer to adopt
a "wait and see" attitude as to
whether their pet projects will be
funded.

was not mentioned.
In basketball, McDonald felt
that UNM could win the WAC ''at
least half the time over the next
10 yean;."
He also predicted an NCAA
champio11sbip in gymnastics for
UNM within the ne~t five years,
and felt that all · minor sports
programs' had a good chance at
winning a WAC championship·
during the same period.

Lavon Predicts
Athletic Director Lavon
McDonald was more fearless in
making his predictions, although
he warned that having gone out
Ferrel Heady, who will resign
on" a limb, he hoped that he
"wouldn't have the branch cut off ·next year, may continue in UNM's
· behind me."
future, but as an instructor, not a
"This is really putting the
·
coaches !)n the spot," said president.
McDonald, "but I think our
"I'll also go out on a limb and
football team will be 8·2 next predict that within the next five
year, and within the next fi11e years the ticket demand for
years, we should win the WAC at football games will become about
least twice."
as •great as that for basketball
This optimism on McDonald's games," he said.
part was. no doubt based on the
Who Is Brownlow Beaver?
Lobo's performance against highly
The physical layout of the
regarded Texas Tech and "Arizona, campus has matured considerably
plus the fact that Steve Myer-and since 1906, the year Dr. W. G.
Ken Lege will both return next Tight presented the "Estufa" to
year. The debacle at Iowa State the Tri Alpha fraternity (now Pi
Kappa Alpha). The small kiva has
since been kidnapped.
Many of the older buildings are
slated for
such as Yatoka

H;~ll, which was made a men's
dorm in 1939, the same year that
Brownlow :Beaver was the LOBO's
feature e!litor and Hitler invaded
Poland (no connection is here
suggested).
The only major construction
projects left on campus will be
erecting a building to house the
art department and another
expansion of Zimmerman Library.
Updating of facilities at the
history department @nd the
anthropology lecture hall are also
planned. Yatoka Hall wi)l be torn
down to make room. for a duck
pond, complete with footbridge,
Most construction will shift to
the north campus, where the
Health Sciences Complex will take
the place of various temporary
buildings now housing health
sciences classes,
On the south campus, the Pit
will be enlarged, and UNM's
football stadium will have a
controversial $6.5 million
press box added on.
"The ·long range building
program is nearly complete," said
Lavender. "Now I suppose we can
concentrate more on
landscaping."
Lavender noted that "We have
one of the best designed.campuses
in the nation, and this is a great
tribute to, Sherman Smith, who
dedicated himself to long·range
campus planning."
Academic leaders may be
soft-spoken on the future of their
proposed program changes, due to
differential
but

• •

the debate caused by Nathaniel , return to the grading standards of
Wollm11n has been argued loudly. 1939, when the GPA for women
Frat GPA 1.1
was an astounding 1.6, for men
Ferrel Heady h~ come out in 1.2 and for frats, 1.1. · .
·
favor of stricter admissions
UNM's relatio~sbip with the
standards, and Wollman'has called state legislature seems to . be
for tighter academic requirements, moving. into an era of good
It seems clear that academic feeling, ,in marked contrast to a
quality would raise if a junior few years ago, when enraged
college program were instituted, legislators. threatened to cut
but it is unlikely that UNM will
tinued on page 13)
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It's easv to just buv • plant. but
choosing the right plant can often be
confusing. At the True American our
plants are parsonellv selected to
thriva in todav's interiors. SimpiV:
we don't just sell plants-we help
you select the right plant, guaran·
teed growing and healthv, for vour

we offer an exciting selection of
Green Thumb accessories-from
·basic terra cotta pots, fertilizer and
potting soil, to exotic decorative
containers and cache pots.
Co!lll in today, there's always
plentv of advice for the leaf-lorn.
We're located at 3004 Central S.E.

tiques
Huge New Selection
Fashions of 1900-1945
for men and women
256-7103
3409 Central NE

11-5:30

1406 Eubank N.E.

298-4296

crimp.

These are weaving and spiMing lerms.
They'll be used In lhree courses being

offered in Oclober through VIllage Wools.
1. lntro. to weaving and !apestry
using a 2 harness loom.
2. lntermed. weaving wllh 2 and 4
harness looms,
.
3. Spinning wilh a spinning wheel.
We'll be ollerlng more courses and
workshops lhroughout the yeat, taught by
prominent fibercrafts people.
Call or come In very $00n lor more particulars.

ANNUAL FALL SALI
Save on rental equipment

Oct. 17, 18 & 19

Save on factory seconds

Store Hours:

30%to ~0%
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~ UNM's !Judget clue to the "Love

0 Lust" incident.
The Legislative University
0 Studies Committee (LUSC) has
..:I switched . from its previous
~adversary position, and has
1=1 become one of UNM's chief
0 supporters in Santa Fe,
·~
This is not to say that the
G> future is entirely rosy. The
2 university has suffered from a
tight budget, and the effe~;ts of
Z inflation have.· been severe.
..; Differential funding would be a
... partial solution to these problems,
~ if adopted by the BEF.
If In the past year, Richard Nixon
has resigned, Gerald Ford has
endorsed amnesty, and the stock
market stands at a 12 year low. It
is perhaps. understanding that
university big·wigs ate reluctant to
make predictions of the future
with a past like 1974 behind
them,
"I'm looking forward to the
future," said Lavender. "We need
to prepare ourselves for future
innovations only dimly seen now.
How we respond to the needs of
the future will •depend in great
part on the leadership qualities of
our next president."
Lavender felt that Heady had
served through a "difficult era and
time, and on balance, he has
weathered the ~torm better ·than
moat other university presidents,"
•"We have the physical plant to
become a truly great university,"
he said, "but whether we develop
for good or ill will in a great part
depend on the next person to
become 'VNM's president."
The· noted evangelist H. W.
Beecher once said, "Every
tomorrow has two handles. We
can take hold of iii with the
handle of anxiety, or the handle
of faith."
·
Isaiah 34:1 0
The anxious among us may
take comfort in the Bible (Isaiah
34:10) for reassurance at
mid·term examinations, while
those with faith need only hum
. the "Alma Mater" of UNM.
Reproduced from the 1944
LOBO, we reprint here the "Alma
Mater" in its unexpurgated
entirety, complete with the
pre·Jimi Hendrix reference to
"purple haze:"
-Far above the Rio Grande
With its silver hue
Stands our noble Alma Mater
Glorious to view
High above the bustling, humming,
'Of the busy town, ·
Framed by yonder crimson
- mountains
·
Looks she proudly down.
To the south Socorro's summits
With their purple haze;
To the north the snow capped
glories
Of the Santa Fes;
To the east the great Sandias
Lift their heads on high;
To the west the five volcanoes
Pierce the sunset sky.
CHORUS:
Swell the chorus, speed it onward,
Sing her_ praises loudly, Oh!
Hail to Thee, our Alma Mater,
Hail New Mexico!

i
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embrandt, W&N, Arches
Extraordinary Specials
Disc<?u'nts on Everything

1704 Central SE
242-9449

L~am
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·Scuba Dlvel

Scuba diving classes will begin again, nov. 7,
1 974. (Classes are on a monthly basis.)
Contact PADL

Instructor Mory Hines, New Mexico Marine
Diving Center, 5p04 Central ~E, 3452527. ~ew Mexico Marine specialists in
·oACOR Divine.equipment.
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Visit us now during our 25th a.nniversary
celebration· .and find o.ut why we have
thousands o~ happy customers.

Weekend Specials
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PIONEER RECEIVER
SALE
SAVE
$17
OVER LIST PRICE
On This
Pioneer
Garrard
System

Except V15111

Y2 Price
3M "Scotch" CASSmES
· SC 60 HE
Reg. 2.39 Ea.

NOW $1 71ach
CALCULATORS

15% Off

Reg. Selling Price
From 59.95 Up

IN STOCK ITEMS ONLY

You don't have to spend a fortooe to oVinthe world's most tXJIIIISivt
stereo lqUipmtnt. Gat the aU.new M~rantz Modtl2220 AM FM SllfiD
receiver. constrValively ratld at 40 watts continoous RMS powu and
packld with exclusive Marintz featurH. And vet a pair of fantastic
Matanlz 2-way Imperial 5 ~peiker systems. This superb combination
would cost you $459 If you boUDhi the components separately. Now
it's system-priced at just $389.

SAVE $70.00 On This All MARANTZ
Stereo-Component System!

We have the components to take
you to the summit of
Listening Pleasure

Pioneer SX 626 Receiver
27 RMS Watts per channel
Pioneer Profect 100 Speakers
10" Woofer with dome midrange
tweeter·
Garrard 542-MS Complete
with base, cover, & Shure M75
Cartridge

Since

1949

3011 Montt: Vista NE
(near Girard&: Central
just East of UNM)
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1930's: UNM Strives For Peace

It's difficult to look at a the valuable educational resource
university in terms of a specific they possessed in UNM, who built
period of time-to say that one is the reputation of the University in
examining the University o'f New academic cireles, and who, in
Mexieo during the1930sisalittle effeet, transformed the
like trying to infer, from a preparatory and normal sehool of
specimen pinned to a board, the years past into a bonafide college;
total eltistence of a butterfly. TO' and Dr. David Spence Hill, who
understand the butterfly, one has increa:;ed University revenues
to look at more than its dead dramatically, who further
body. To understand the _increased enrollment, who won
University, one must see it in its reeognition for UNM from the
eontext.
North Central Association of
UNM was a territorial school-a Colleges and Seeondary Schools in
"university" by cour.tesy only-in 1922, despite the "meagre
the first deeade of its existence. In resources" of the inst.itution, and
1889, the year of its founding, who C(\ntributed to the growth
there were no public highschools and development of the
in New Mexico-and consequently University in countless other
few students qualified to pursue ways-were in large part
eoll«igiate studies. The Territory ·responsible for the creation of the
of New Mexico still retained a. modern University.
frontier flavor in the 1890s, and.
A third talented and dedicated
many New Mexicans still thought president, Dr. James Fulton
and acted as pioneers. There Zimmerman-who assumed
wasn't a great deal of interest in responsibility for the direction of
university edueation. Young men UNM in 1927, built effectively
and women were more interested upon the foundations laid by
in the acquisition of practical Gray and Boyd. Zimmerman
, skills that could be quiekly and presided over a speetacular rise in
directly applied to life than in the enrollment; during the first ten
somewhat . remote, esoterfc years of his administration-1927
currieulum eommon to eolleges through 1937-UNM's student
and universities of that period.
population increased from about
Yet the territorial sehool took 600 to more than 2,500. Because
root, aud grew, slowly but of Zimmerman's leadership and
steadily. Years passed; statehood zeal, UNM gained recognition, in
was aehieved; the territorial 19 3 3, from the American
"university" gradually became a Association of Universities.
university in the true sense of the Zimmerman, with the aid of the
word. By the decade of the l,920s, Board of Regents-and especially
UNM had become the germ of the of the Board's President, Mrs.
modern University.
Reed Holloman, of Santa
The efforts of two dedieated Fe-assured the permanence of
and talented presidents-Dr. David the pueblo architeeture of thl!'
Ross Boyd, who recruited campus. Zimmerman direeted a
arehiteet William B. Griffen to aid building program of massive
in transforming the campus from proportions, which resulted in a
desert mesa to its present new dining hall (old Ortega Hall,
eqmfortable beauty (Griffen had now Bandelier East), Carlisle
previously laid out the new Gymnasium, the President's
Australian capital at Canbemt), house, the administration building
who was instrumental in '(Scholes Hall), the Publie Health
beginning a return to the pueblo Laboratory, a new Student Union
motif in eampus arehitecfure building (now Anthropology), the
begun at the turn of the eentury heating' plant, a new library
by President William G. Tight, building (the old wing of the
who made the people of New present library), a new biology
a stadium and field
Mexico aware for the first time of buil

house (Zimmf)rman Stadiu!D and
Field, on the site of the new
book store-humanities eomplex ),
and the Journalism Building.
Zimmerman's building program
ended coneessions by the
University to those outside crities
who objected to the pueblo style
because it made the University
look like ai1 Indian village.

provide them when he succeeded
in establishing the University
Press.
·
But Zimmerman's horizons
were not restrieted to the UNM
campus, or to New Mexico. His
vision extended to a world view,
He was an active supporter of the
quest for wolid peaee in the
1930s. He served as a member of
the Carnegie Endowment for
Peace, and of the Commission to
Study the Organization of Peace.
He actively supported the Oxford
Peaee Movement.
'passed his
fervent hopes for · peace on to
many UNM students, and the fact
that subsequent events, whieh
culminated in World War II,
frustrated his hopes does not
· refleet on Zimmerman and others
like him-it merely illustrates the
faet that some human beings are
made of baser stuff than others.
By now, some of those who
read this will, no doubt, be
wondering if what has gone before
has. anything to do with the
human side of the University in
the 1930s. The answer is yes,
emphatieruly, To grasp the human
side of the University, one has
first to try to place it in some sort
of institutional context. Now that
that ehore is done, after a fashion,
one can take a lo·ok at the human
dimension of UNM in the 1930s.
The 1930s really slipped up on
many Americans. Everything
seemed to be going rather well.
Then Crash! came the Depression,
and with it extraordinary changes
of various kinds. Some were good,
because they ended bad praetices
of the past, or eneouraged people
to rethink their attitudes, or
pointed them in new directions.
Some were not so good, because
they eaused people to revert to
attitudes and praetices of the
past-in effect, to seek refuge in a
more eomfortable era (which, in
fact, may or may not have
existed).
The University of New Mexieo
reflected these things. In the
1930s, UNM was a great plaee to
pick up on eauses--the peace

He

Zimmerman built not only with
bricks and mortar, but with ideas
and coneepts as well. He sought
always to broaden the interests of
the University. He added new
departments, encouraged the
development of a formal graduate
program, and pushed for seientifie
researeh by University faculty and
staff. Throughout his tenure as
President, he emphasized ·a
program for UNM. whieh paid
partieular attention to the
development of New Mexico's
natural resources--both human
and material. He was especially
committed to anthropology, to
inter·Ameriean relations, and to
the social sciences. He realized the
importance to the University of
effeetive means of
communication, and sought. to

movement is one example; ~
Socialism is another. For.students ~
fKom New Mexico, raised for the
most part in rural environments, ..,
lS..
far from the mainstream of 0
human events, UNM loomed as an l:j
oasis of sophistication, of ,S.
knowledge, and of personal ~
growth. But ·it also proved to t"'
re fleet the feelings of its
surrounding community and of its ~ ·
state too closely. The 1930s saw ~
the rebirth of cultural and ethnic o
bias with a distinct Southwestern
flavor which, il,l times past, had '"'
happily declined in importance. .c
During the decade of' the ~30s, '"'
Hispanic students at the ·!5
University encountered social ...
segregation of a particularly
virulent nature. They found
themselves systematically
exlcuded from fraternities and
sororities. They were not asked to
participate in the normal campus
activities. And ·needless to say,
Indian and Black students were
even more ~verely handicapped
and restricted, when they were
present at all.
The programs of the University
reflect these changes as well. In ""
the 1930s, much pf the progress
made in times past in bilingual
education Willi negated. Teachers
were no longer required t9 present
Spanish-language competency for
state certification. Though
Anthropology was important to
the University, it was heavily
weighed toward areas distant from
the problems of the Southwest in
the 19 30s. 0 ther programs
reflected this shift emphasis as
well.
Students in the 1930s increased
in numbers and changed in
character. Most were poorer than
their counterparts of earlier
decades. Many were, seemingly,
more committed to personal
advance than had been the case
earlier. With the help of interested
faculty and staff members, they
came up with some novel ways of
financing their educations. Some '
enlisted in the New. Mexico
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the .largest galleries they !)ver had.
A hundred faculty members also
voted that the suspensions be
repealed.
In the November 1 issue of the
LOBO, ·the headline concerned
the Vietnam bombing halt by
President Johnson. The bottom of
the frong pages read that the three
suspensions were revoked and
referred to the Student Standards
Committee.
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When it comes. ·to music-Come to Budget
Open monday th.ru Friday 11-8

303 Ash St. N.E.
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·.

"E,L,P 1" "Tarkus," "Pictures at an· exhibition,"
"Trilogy," and "Brain Salad Surgery."
RH for only J4.1Q each.
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J7.49 along with the new o·ne will be all the other

We do the cleaning and make your bed
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Classifi•d•
Da t:h• Trick

Would like to welcome you to the show that
never ends. Emerson, Lake and Palmer's new three

No worry about food prices,
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Ron Cisneros
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UNM In The '1940's:
A Period Of Change

UN.M Survives

.
(continuedirom page 11)
made a quick recovery and leapt through a window. The incident
·
became a campus legend,
Fashion beQame more exciting in 1908. "Sports" wore
butterfly bow ties, fobs without watche11, shoes that "arch and
bow" and leather cuffed corduroy trousers, Simon Stern, a
Railroad Avenue clothier, advertised "puffs, tucks, four·in;hands
and bow ties, new colors and shapes, for twenty-five cents."

j

GROUP

IIARIIIOIII.CS

.c_,,.., •

A new club supplanted the long extinct Yum Yurns, They
began to ·author various practical jokes, and many small mysteries
on campus, from painted 11idewalks to kidnapped freshmen, could ·
be laid at the paws of the Coyot.e Club.
In 1911 the Noodle G.lid~ made its debut as a new dance, and
three years later the tango and the two step supplanted it. Bo;Srs
. wore striped suits with trousers well above the ankle .and girls
wore long tubelike dresses split in the .front.

A resour~e ~enter for informalion
pertaining to in<llvidual arid
sroup growth

By the end of 1911 New Mexico's long fight for stateho!)d was
coming to an end. Ke);Jt out first by her stand against slavery and
then by resentments held by southern states and a debilitated
country, she had made countless petitions. The jubilation that
would have been in evidence twenty years earlier was tempered .
with caution-Me had learned that the rest of the United States
could be surprisingly caUous.

AquQriQn Books
ChrlstiQn Bo.oks
Psychology Books

In 1916 the price of imperia,lism began to make itself felt, as
the war set styles on campus. Selling Liberty bonds became a
campus activity, and Camp Funston was established on the
football fields for training the national guard. Spanish influenza
closed the university for two months,

Astrology Books
HeQith Books
motiVQtlon Books
Frontiers of Science
PQrQpsychology Books

The reality of the war made itself felt on the football field, as
the team lost their only game of the season 110·3 to the Aggies.
The team refused to accept their letters on the grounds that they
had been a sUb'lltandard team and did not wish to devalue the
letters other teams had received by accepting theirs.

PQrQphysics Books

UNM was in for some hard times ahead. By 1917 the campus
was virtually manless. It would take a long time to recover from
World War I.

115 Harvard Avenue S.E.
265·6557 or 265·9335

The directions the campus would take in later years could not
even be imagined by these light·hearted students, soon to be
receiving their fint taste of reality in .the trenches,

An essay in an early Mirage expresses this soon·to·be'forgotten
innocence as it describes a campus sing,

:Oy JOHN FELDMAN
views of the campus, but also the
c Imagine UNM in the bygone of opinipns of the hnmediate and
';..the early and middle 1940'rra world·wide communities.
=; school a fraction of .it's .present
In June of 1940 America was
~size, located in dusty, little· choosing sides in WWII, a conflict
c Albuquerque.
in which this c<>untry had little
·~
As portray!!d through the choice. A Lobo editorial echoed
~ flowery words of earlier Lobo · t)l.is and then went on .the record
reporters, UNM represent~d a as being strongly in favor a night
~ peculiar contradiction: a mixture chute for returning books to the
Z of Ivy League and western library.
.
In July' of that year, Franc
,; traditions. The unquestionable
";: importance of the fraternities' and Newcomb, author of "Hosteen
: sororities' rituals were always · Kl ah: Navajo Medicine Man,"·
II-i balanced by a rodeo or bar·b·que. lectured here. At the same time, a
Though their number was Lobo story said that "Patriots,".
small, the students managed to practicing "modern methods of
I>Upport a weekly Lobo, consisting Gestapo origin," attempted to
of a front page of unobtrusive "rid the campus, once and for all,
news, an editorial page, a society of subversive activities." ·
Some merchant is always trying
page and a sports page. Most news
stories and editorials were to take advantage of the student
concerned with either sports or financially. An item in a
September, 1940 Lobo that
society.
·
While Chicano influence on the appeared to be a regular "~ipley's
campus was considerable, the Believe It 0~ Not" turned out to
contributions of Indians were be an ad for brand "X" ink, which
mainly limited to their along with it's owner (a University
achievements in art or from the of Georgia student), had survivec;l
ethnological ·curiosity of the trial of almost being eaten by
a tiger.
particular students.
"Letterip," the letters to the
The period of time from 1940
to 1945 was one of tremendous editor column, was hardly ever
change in the life style of filled even though the Lobo asked
Americans, Editorials in the Lobo for comment. In 1940 and 1941
reflected UNM's feelings better UNM seemed to be a lot like UNM
.than the historical news events the '74.
• In a column also of September
Lobo chose to cover because the
editorials not only showed the '40, Eddie Apodaca seemed

-
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COMMERCIAL/ FINE ART SUPPLY
RUB·ON TRANSFER LETTERIN.G
AIR BRUSHES/ SILK SCREEN/
SIGN SUPPLIES/POSTER BOARD
STENCILING MATEkiALS/CLAY/
WOOD CARVING TOOLS /CRAFT/
MACRAME/CANDLE SUPPLIES
DRAFTING SUPPLifS AND 'pAPERS

METAL SECTION/PLASTIC FRAMES
2510 CENTRAL AVE. 266·3211
ACROSS FROM JOHNSON GYM
3600 4th ST. N. W.
344·5002
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newspapers at:

418 Central S.W.
843-7559
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Chaapo-Cha•s• Platter
Italian Cheese Platter
loternational Cheese Platter
Live Music Thur., Fri. &. Sat.

Cheezo-Cheezy
Cheese-Platters

Very Fine
European
Indonesian
Food
Saildwiches
Reasonable Prices

2210

Hours.Daily/llAM to lAM---·-

Mario's Daughter&
4 miles north of
iah,IVBV 1 0·14

• • • and 27 other out-of-state

Cllllfl-

Editor's Note-Material for this article waa gathered in the
Thomas Bell and Coronado rooms of the library, and the LOBO
wilhes to tl1anh the staff for their assiltance.

FINE CUSTOM FRAMING

THE DAILY OKLAHOMA

MOUNTAINS

" •• ,the University grove was made even more beautiful· by
globe after globe of incandescent electric lights. No one grew
weary and everyone turned away from the lighted grove and the
body of atudenta went lightly down the hill feeling that 'life was
real and earneat.' "

.·

insulted by the actions of fellow
students in California wh<>
showerl!d presidential candidate,
Wendell Wilkie, with "rotten eggs
and tomatoes," .That day you
were invited to go to Reidling's
Music Co. and "hear this new song
hit Blueberry Hill'.''
One activity common and
popular to both the pre·war and
du.ring·the·war years, was
attacking f:reshmen. The
university was highly stratified. In
the early '40's especially
upperclassmen picked sopbomor~
vigilantes to fln force rules
governing the behavior of
... fresh'ies" or "Greenies"
(freshmen).
•
The mind·bogling restrictions
. on freshmen of that era, as set by
upperclass luriacy, "follow the
same · pattern as campus and
freshmen tradit'ion" would
dictate, according to a front page
story in one Lobo, Even though
(Continued on page 23)
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By HAROLD SMITH
The Wolfpack roundballers
bounced into the game back in
the rough·and·tumble seas«?n of
1889·1900 with an 8-6 edge over
the Albuquerque Guards. The
victory gave the rookie team a
winning season since that was the
only game they played that year.
The next year's low·scoring
contests, which .must have been
defense
that or
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the 1901-02 Lobos and their chunk of Wolfpack pride with a
opponents had a hard time hitting 15-14 win followed by a 16·point
that high of a basket), included margin victory in '09· '1 0,
The last time the two squads
two sweeps over crosstown
pe>werhouse Albuquerque High played UNM managed to
o\lt·shoot their pre·World War I
School. Scores: 10-5, 11·3.
Tbe coachless basklltballers teenage challenge, 26·23.
In 1902·03 the Lobos played
didn't fare so well against the
AHS Bulldogs in two other games the Minors, UNM Sports
in the 1905·06 and 1909·10 I11formation Director Eddie Groth
said, "At first we thought (when
seasons. The . '05-'06
looking back in reco~ds) it was
found the
·

'·*

takes; makes or projects
a picture we'll .repair it.''

I **
Coach Roy W. Johnson (sixth from left) and part of his 1929 football team which became the first squad to fly to a collegiate fovtbal/ game. They lost the game to Occidental
College 26-0, but became one of the most interesting parts of UNM history.
.
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1929 Squad:· 1st To Be Airborne·
By DEL JONES

Johnson said there were other
factors which contributed to the
team's loss after receiving national
acclaim for flying.
"It was our first game. under the
lights. My kids had never even
practiced at night and we step into
the Rose Bowl under the lights and
·there were about 17,000 people
there. We'd never played for more
than S,OpO before. That kind of
awed the kids."
"Most of the players were from
New Mexico," said Johnson, •
and the)"d never been to a big
town before. The whole trip was
really an experience for them
which they'll never forget for the
rest of the It lives."
Johnson said he got good rates
for the plane trip because of the
advertising the trip gave to the
plane company, "They took pictures of us and a lot was written
about the trip too."
The pilot was very accomodating
Johnson said, "Captain Lucas flew
us over meteor crater at about 500
feet and then we flew the length of
the Orand Canyon. All the kids
traded places so they could each sit

Quarterback Steve Myer has led
the nation in passin~ for a couple
of weeks n'ow but its not the first
time UNM football team became
the first squad to fly to an intercol·
legiate_game.
Under the helm ofcoach RoyW.
Johnson half of the team flew to
and the other half flew from Los
Angeles where the '29 Lobos were
be11terl by Occidental College of
LA 26·0 in the Rose Bowl.
Johnson, who is now a very
young 82, denied that he flew the
second string to California and
only after the game was played did
he fly the first string back.
"I just split the team up into twp
groups," said Joliiison. "It was
mostly the first string that flew out
there. The other guys took the train
out there and flew back, but I took
the plane both ways."
Johnson said there was no need
to be caulious because the planes
then were very sturdy, "The Ford
Tri-motor was a wonderful machine," he said. "I think some of
them are still flying."
•
Johnson coached the football
team 11 years from 1920.30, six
years longer than anyone at UNM.
He also served several years as
athletic direct0 r. and spent some
time coaching boxing, basketball,
baseball, and track. He rosted a
career football record o 39-30·6
with his best year in 1927 when his
team went 8-0-1 and took the
Southwest Conference championship. His team also Jon the conference in 1924 and tied for it in 1928.
Ahead of his time, Johnson was
responsible for planting the' first
grass on a UNM football field
(located where Johnson Gym
presently stands,. and for establishmg the no freshman players rule
which was just recently abolished).
He was also the man who persuaded the NCAA to establish a
rule prohibiting the use of identical '
colors (or both the football and the
jerseys. His protest against this
came after the famous Occidental
game in 1929.
"We probably would have lost to
them ar1yway," said 1ohnson "but
the players were really surprised
whe,n t~ey say that the gnme ball
was wh1te-the same color as their
jerseys.· The Carlisle Indians with
Jim Thorpe used to do the samll
thing when they played with brown
jerseys.
·
"After that g_ame I protested
to the N~AA and a year later thcf
rule was changed.':

in the co-pilot's seat for awhile.
"Between Flagstaff and Winslow
we spotted some antelope and he
flew down low to chase them with
the plane, The kids really got a kick
out of that.
Johnson aid they landed twice to
refuel in Winslow and Kingston
before they finally landed in ,Burbank. He said tliat he'd flown a
couple of times before, but none of
the players had.
. ."We usually traveled either by.
stage coach or trainn" he said.
"'"And there were no scholarships
in those days. They were really
dedicated to football. Most o(lhem
worked at the same time to put
themselves. through school.
"We didn't practice as much
then as they do now because a lot
of the players had labs until4:30 or
5:00 and it gets dark around then
in November.
"But the one thing I'm proud of
more than enything else is that 95
per cent · of all my players got
degrees. I'm really prouCI of that."
As far as football is concerned
there's not much change between
now
- and the 1920's, Johnson said..

Welcome
Home!

"Except f~r the rule changes and
some changes in formations, it's the
same,"
"They don't teach the basics very
well anymore. They fumble way
too much. When I was coach it was
a real crime to lose a fumble so
they ran with the ball protected.
But now too many games are lost
because of fumbles."
Johnson said he has seen a lot of
good athletes at UNM but the best
one was Ogle Jones who was a
halfback from 1922-23.
"I had a lot of players who could
have played witli any team in the
country. I always had one or two
great players on my team every
year but l)ust didn't have enough
of them. I d always have to fill in
the holes."
He said there were usually between 16 and 20 players on the
team compared to over 100 today.

After Gwinn Henry took over as
head coach Johnson stayed on as
his assistant and did most of the
scouting for UNM.
In 1931 the team moved to Zimmerman Field and UNM became
part of the Border Conference
which they won the first season.
He coac;hed basketball until
World War II began at which time
he joined the Army.
Johnson has attended all the
UNM home football games this
season and said they have a good
team, and should have beaten
Arizona. He stlU hates to see the
Lobos lose stating that the biggest
sore spot in his career was when his
team Iosito the Texas A&M Aggies
63·0 in 1926.
"The Aggies went on to win the
national
championship," said
Johnson. "Boy, were they good!"

v

was one
two
All-Border Conference players for
UNM. He won the honor in 1934
while Ralph Bowyer took it twice
in 1935 and '36. The Lobos have
had one All-Skyline and nine
All-WAC players in their
basketball history.
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Shoes in broken sizes
dowll to half price
some style selling
as low as $5.00!!!

CAMERA
CLINIC
6327 Acoma S.E.
BLK E. of San Pedro. BLK N. of Zuni·

Ph. 255-8180

.

Mossman
Rich
Alemltlc
Lo Prlnzl·
DeMano
Datnler
Pimentel

Choose from New Mexico's largest and finest selection
of acoustic and electric guitars, and ampllflen lnclud·
ing Such Names as Gibson, Guild, Martin, Ovation,
Rlckenbacker, Peavey, S.G., Systems and many'othen

Just Arrived
GMT Amplifiers
DTR Sound Systems
Heil Sound Systems
' and JBL Components

.
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Fred Hultberg, '67

England
and of count• RECORDS

HI Watt
Marshall
Souncl City
Mellotron
Dan Armstrong
Hayman·

( Allturne frorn $3.79) ·

243-1988

This Friday and Saturday
ONLY at Robts Leather
Goods (across from·
Fwntier Restaurante)

Hancl•ade Guitars

Oreonlc Soopa & Shornpoo1
Juto lues horn lnlllo
lnllio Prints

1820 CENTRAL SE

SIDEWALK
"R\.~

.

Stan Hultberg, '64

Shop

(Continuecion page 20)
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spelled M-i·n·e-r·s like the Socorro
school, but we found out that it
was just a jewelry store team in
town.
"You've got to remember,"
Groth said, "we weren't even a
state back then. Albuquerq11e
High was a lot bigger than we
were."
The first big-time came from the
downriver hankies of NMSU, Over
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New York Style Specialties
Catering
Eat In
Take Out
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STUDENTS DISCOUNTS!
Four Concert Series

Albuquerque Symphony Orchestra
October 16tl! ••• Carlos Chavez, famed
Mexican composer-conductor as
guest conductor with French
pianist Philippe Entremont
November lOth • . • Christopher Parkening
exciting young American guitarist
January lOth • • . Eileen Farrell, great
American soprano ·
April 12th· • • • Orchestra and Chorus
Four Concerts. for just $7 to $15
(standard cost • . . $10 to $20)
All concerts in Popejoy Hall, 8:15p.m.

..

Tickets for Students Only
Available at Popejoy Box Office
or
Contact Albuquerque Symphony Office
265-3689
120 Madeira, N.E.
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.UNM jazz Ensemble
This game between UNM and New Mexico State is believed to have been played In the late 1920's, The
field Wi!S located near present day Johnson Gym with drive-in seating.
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2004 Central SE
242-8413
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Admissions is Free
Sponsored by Music Department and
·
Students Activities.
For more information call
277-4706

The 1894 UNM football team. First Wallpack in history
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Crepes

The Plank 'N Platter offers a most unusualluncll from 11
a.m. to 2 p.m. Mon.-Fri. Choose from a variety of crepes
(steak-shrimp-chicken-spinach or mushroom) or if you like
stea~s for lunch we feature only the finest Colorado b6ef
c~t to ordor. For the weight watchers we are serving a
weight plate chef's sa.lad and fruit plate •. so drop by and
enjoy a Plank 'N Platter lunch.

Thursday Nita.
Primeb Nite

_5900'

Lomas N.E.

266-3629

- "He had been playing hard, aiui
had been sweating. When he ran in
off the floor his hand slipped off
the door handle, It didn't open
and he just went right through the
glass. There were quite a few
stitches. You could see the bone." .
-There~is plenty of other tidbitS •
. including that record trouncing of
Dartmouth, 107·36, in the 1972
Lobo Invitational, but records are
broken. Maybe this year,
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Playing in Central Ballroom
12:30 to 2:30 TODAY

• • •.

the yearuince that 1903·04 season
encounter the Lobos lead
the series 70·62 and the Aggies
have been on their schedule for 61
separate seasons.
, New Mexico finally got a
full-time coach in 1911 when·
Ralph Hutchinson took the helm.
The original Lobo mentor's first
year's record was a losing one,
1· 2. Hutchinson, however,
managed to pull out a 26·14
coaching record which is,
percentage-wise, comparable to
Bob King's achievements from
•1963-72:
The rest of Ellenberger's cagey
ancestors include: John McGough,
Roy Johnson (see pg. 18), Tom
Churchill, Dr. Benjamin Sachs,
Willis Barnes, George White,
Woody Clements, Bill Stockton,
Bob Sweeney. •
Coach· White had the best
record with 11 wins and only two
losses in his .846 single season.
The Fifties weren't quite so
fantastic under Sweeney whose
dribblers barely scraped out 21
wins as compared to a whopping
75 losses for a .219 four-year
career.
Individually, Mel Daniels
accomplished the career
rebounding record despite an
accident during a Ute·.UNM game.
UNM trainer "Tow" Diehm said,
"That was the time he ran
through the glass door in Johnson

c·.1

the Store for Diamonds
·"~ •• ~
ON .UNIVERSITY HILL
2312 CENTRAL SE ·
WELCOME ALUMNI! GO ~0805-WIN LOBOSI
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Y<1vr personal servl~e jeweler
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Lobo Thanx

Gratitude is extended from the
.LOBO sports staff to Eddie Groth
and Paul Brocker of Sports
Information for assistance in the
Nostalgia issue (and every other
· issue).
·
Thanks for the photos, time,
and historic knowledge which
couldn't have been obtained
anywhere else (even if we tried).
We know where to tum
whenever we run into a dead end
or feel our dead ends coming on.
It is hoped that both these men
will be part of a future nostalgia
issue-Paul for his historic putt on
the 18th to win the celebrity
Tueker action, and Eddie for
having the sense to say he's busy
when they asked him to play.

Library Lounge
5001 Lomas N.E.

nMaye

plusThePuzz/e

Oct. 7-12

lntt Baffl

Two shows nightly. Cover charge. For
reservationsca/1243·8661, ext. 7104.
The1\lbuquerque
HiltonlnrillJthe
best holel
in NewMexico.
'·••·<
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Parents and Students

COME TO THE HOMECOMING

'

Before and After
Cheering the Lobo's to
Victory, Relax to the
music of the
.,Cardinal Duo"
With Larance Henderson
& Kevin Hughes

ODktnbtr.ftst

•and WENDY WALDMAN~

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 3,1974
8=15 P.M. • POPEJOY HALL
~

RESERVED SEAT TICKETS AT • GOLD STREET
· SUB BOX OFFICE (STUDENT DISCOUNT)

'L-----------~·

,,

••

Where: Albuquerque/Convention Center
When': Saturday, October 12, 6 pm to 1 am
How Much: $3.00/Bring your own Bierstein

JJru. JJrutwurst/C6trmun JJanbll!tbtr4nsrn!.J11tN
Sponsored by Edelweiss-·German American Club
Club/Benefits for scholarships
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I ~.The 194:o.'s:Period Of Change (~~[:!~~:;";e~)

The 1930's Saw
.U. ·As A Part O.f
Peace Exercises
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(Qontinued from page 14)
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National Guard, at the urging of
Roy Johnson, a professor of
Physical Education who had
- himself come along the hard way.
The Guard recruits collected
about a dollar a week. Others with
Jlgricultural backgrounds, worked
hard and hoped fervently for good
harvests.. It was said· that one
could estimate the success of the
bean harvest in· · thll Estancia
Valley by thll number of students
from that area 'of the state in
attendence during any p;~rticlllar
year; In good years, there was
money for educ;~tion. In bad
years, there was none, ;~nd the
farmers' children stayed on the
farms. Still others beseiged those
b u s i n e s s e s and
organizations-public and
private-least effected by the
prevailing bad times, and
considered ~hemselves really lucky
if they could sign on as a janitor,
or a waiter, or a seamstress, or a
clerk.
Those students of the 1930s
must have been an unusual group;·
they came to Albuquerque in ·
droves to enroll in the University,
at the worst possible time. And
somehow, most of them made it,
despite difficulties that would
make many of us drop out and
quit. Between 1925 and 1935, the
student population increased
three-fold, while the country
teetered on the verge of total
c.ollapse. There were fewer cars in
evtdence; there was less beer to be
drunk; there were older clothes;
there was less ready money; there
seemed to be little to look
forward to-but still th_ey carne.
President Zimmerman died
while in ·office, in 1944-at the
height of the World War. His
death. symbolized, in many ways,
yet another significant watershed
for UNM. Certainly, the postwar
University bore only ·a limited

si'1::1

resemblance to the prewar
institution. The idealism which
S'eemed to characterize students of
the '80s was largely replaced by·
impatience lind pragmatism. Now
students, many of whom had
served in the military duri~;~g the
war, sought to acquire, as soon as
possible, and with as little
difficulty as possible, a University
cl'edential as a means to an end: ·
increased affluence and status.
They seemed · little interested in
the "cultural" and intellectl.lal
benefits of University experience.
They wanted· instead good jobs,
wives or h1,1sbands, houses, cars,
washers and refrigerators,
The- campus took on the aspect
of a refugee camp, as military
surplus buildings were installed to
handle ovedlow classes,. and to •
provide housing for the gigantic
infl1.1x of veteran students and
their families. By 1946, the
student population had reached
5,200, and the post·war rush to
college was just getting underway.
The University had undergone
drastic change for a third time
Some critics decried the general
decline in academic standards, and
the surrender of academicians to
the march of technology and to the
demands of a new mass society.
Other observers were more
hopeful, proclaiming that in the
new age, universities had a new·
and better- role to play: the
preparation of students for
participation in a new American
civilization. From hindsight, we
know that both the proponents
and critics of the new University
were right, at least in part. But
that is another story, better
postponed to ·another time.
James Defibaugh
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(Con tmued from page 17)
the. town students and boys hvmg
one of Paul Kircher's columns on campus,could make good use
announces tha.t the &tudent · of the ~lot. '
council had picl>ed certain defined " Agam, ther~ was four:;d. to be
"Hitch-hiking Zones" for UNM . toe;> much dtscrepancy m the
students, things got tighter. votmg procedu~ for another
Students were asked to- stude~tbo~yetectton •. ·
, .
"cooperate in a. time of war
I~ 4~, sh.orter !Ja•r J?o s ar:;
crises" befor.e our actual commg 1n agam dunng thts war.
intervention had begun.
An attempt to st~t a co·op
One big cultural event of bookstore occurred m that same
UNM-1940, was a concert in the year. There was ~ !Je~ campus
gym by a Rus$ian Cossack Choir, concern over the wart1!h~ trend
who bad been "exiled from t~w!U"d ~ gra~ual ,restnc~Jon of
Czarist RuB&ia for 13 years." The ~;hv,ll L•bert1es,
particularly
name of a fashionable, man's shoe mfrmgernents of free speech, yet
of the day, was the "Klomp."
students were urged to buy
Also in that year, an defensestl!"lpsandbonds.
investigation by the Lobo staff
. "PJ~y Bmgo. free and d~nc,~ t? a
found that the student senate f•!e·p•ece sw~~g ban~.
Ht~
e I e c t ions had b'e en pnced. fidd!er, Yehudi Menuhm
performed·~ UNM's gym, at~he
11nconstitutional. ,
Some 1940's Lobo staffer way age of 8, m 1942. Rubenst1en
back then, also tried a nostalgia _played h4lre la~r. ".Ther~·~ 28per
piece. It was called "Way Back c~nt les~ .n•cotme m Camel
Then," and one complete item of c1ga~ttes m the ads of the
UNM 1909 read, "Prof. Clark 1~40 s. All .the usual brands of
purchased a horse and buggy last shde rules st,~dents had appar~ntly
week ,
used were . drafted for National
•
De£
"
Women's rights on campus in
ense.
the early '40's received more
The Lobo almost ceased
interest from men than women
publication in November of '43
More men cared about the rul~ 'due to "increased war·time
bl" ti
ts " I Se te b
which, evidently., prohibited puf ,4•4ca tond cotss · nl . Pd mb ert
women from smoking because. o
s u en comp ame a ou
"most women didn't smoke."
the seven dollar activlty fee they
In a straw vote taken on
campus, Wilkie beat Roosevelt by
11 votes. In a Lobo report of the
same vote, "a small communistic
and socialistic' following was
indicated as Earl Browler and
Norman Thomas received two·
write·in votes each."
You probably would have
"A~ See £W/Saa
checked out the new
f i l m - " R a n g e r Of
Sfale giiiQ ~, Ql ~ cr.
Fortune...• three knights of the
range and their little desert brat,"
GR9H'DtRrt
featuring Frell MacMurray long
before he had his three sons.
When things lagged around
UNM, it was time to persecute
some group. Once, I hope it was
only once, some ''jubilant"
freshmen shaved the heads of two
high·school·aged "arsonists," and
"later painted green '44's on top
of their shiny he'ads." The
bald·headed boys were then
exhibited at a pep rally.
•
· Sports was everything. In
addition to a regular "Girl's Gym
Shorts" column, one Lobo sports
page of the '40's has "Louie Lobo
Sez: according to our calculations,
the Lobos would be undefeated
for the next 50 years on the
gridiron if tbey had as many old
rifles in Albuquerque as they have
games on schedule." It must be an
"in" joke.
®
Each academic year, if the
freshmen "men" could beat the
sophomore "men" in a tug of war,
lovingly called the "annual grudge
fight," the froshes would not have
to continue wearing the "pots"
(beanies) all the time. I'm sure
/T?rnatos, Provolone Chee
Half FuJI
•
.....
that those demeaning caps made
Tuna
, Olwe Oil Dressing, and It ,~e ........ . 60 I. to
Hot Grinders
real competitors out of freshmen
Regut~;·:::.................................... ~.'.an Seaso~ings) ae~:;PPer & Mushrooms
Half F
males.
Genoa
Sala~i·
..................................
.........
.
5
t
.25
Ve
t
~
.&M.
COoked
in
0/iv~o:,....................
.6o 1 1lJJI
_Those kinds of hijinx changed
Corned
8flfll
....
.......
..............
........
....
...
...
70
1.35
~
armesan
(Veal
Patry
'!<
r
and
Mozzarella
Cheese}.
to some extent during the war
Pastrami
.............................
..
......
,
.95
1.80
.
ouarelta
end
Par
_
'
omato
Sauce
....
.
1
65
years, since there wei:~! fewer
Che
,Meat, Tomatoes P
................... 75 1 45
Ita/ran Meatball
mesan Cheese)
I .25
males. Accordingly, women filled
L::r~~~
~~~~~~ne
·
lt1dian Sausage .":.".".'.'." ·" .... ·· ··.... ... .... .. . . . .. . .. . . 70
the student government and Lobo
positions left vacant by the war. It
8
14
· 5
70 ::::
seemed as if women became much
C
llfl ... • .... . .. •
• .. .. ... • .. .. . • • •80
15
Pastrami
.................. .
more involved in running UNM
apocol/a (ItalianS·:·····................
. 0
- /M
...................
................ •75 1.45
than they had previously,
Proacuitto
(llalia
SPrees
Pork
Shoutd~;j........
.as
1.60
/tal'
ear
and
Mozzarett~·c;;,~":;·····
............. • 75 1.45
· Culture was ever present, from
liiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii";imoked Ham}
.. . .• .. • •90 1. 10
ran Roast allflf (a '
se,
Sadie Hawkins Day to the
~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii..ii..ii··.···~··· ...... f.05 2.00 All se~us~ooms, Tom:d ::~';'~& .............. .as f. SO
junior·senior prom of 1941,
featuring Ben Pollack, "Father of
e on a - L~a,Ozzaretta Cheeae)
·Swing," and his orchestra. In a
Lobo article it was stated ·that
"For Whom The Bell Tolls, by
Ernest Hemingway is the most ·
popular reqtal book in the library,
(and longer hours too'Ibe demand for the book was so
11 a.m.-Midnight Mon.-Sat.
great that a second copy was
secured."
·
& 1 p.m.· Midnight Sun.
L_~==~~~
'the library still hadn't gotten a
return slot. but the latest Lobo
editorial that advocated this move
said that, "while the girls on
campus may not benefit greatly,
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The Lobo survived that rocky
transition, and so did i. The blame
for that rests squarely at the feet
of
Tom Popejoy and Sherman
(they used to explode this Smith,.
the two greatest men I
were force.d to pay. It is rumored i n 8 t r u m en t a f t e r e v 4l r y
have
ever.
met. Popejoy went
that certam "!-embers o~ today's touchdown, more or less),
before
the
American Legion
PEC wollld hke to brmg Stan explained he was a poor farmer
convention
in
Carlsbad and tqld
~en ton to. UNM-he played here from Mesilla, and begged for the
them
to
put
up
or shut up. They
m 1944. ~tbby Duffy was 1944's use of the "cannon'' at .• the
shut
up.
Smith
was
never rufi'Jed
!Jomecommg Queet~.
~
1.1pcoming · Fiesta de Nuestra
.Inth~summersn~tbe:foreour Senora de Estufa in his humble by the most outlandish eruptions
in the student newspaper-he
d1rect 1nvolveme~t m th~ w~r, village,
coeds were gettmg mamed If!
The good Aggie fraternity boys knew us better than we knew
drove.s. All women wore saddle couldn't resist tllat, and cleaned ourselves, Naming the mall after
shoes.
and polished the cannon before Smith is an inadequate monument
Reports of h~w m~y U~M loading it in Alderette's truck, to the memory of the man, but
students were ki_lled m actton .o- whereupon he promptly drove to fitting in that it V(as the center of
began to appear m th! ~ 0 ~0 • A Albuquerque with sanie, keeping his lovingly ()raftdd plans for the
campus veterans assoCiation was the powder dry until the university.
To me, UNM and New Mexico
~ormed, th~ board of Deans J.obo·Aggie game that weekend.
are
synonymous, and in the
!~posed Frida~ .and Saturday
- In search of better ways to
mght curfews to force people to spend idle time l1.1tilil!ed some greatness of one I see the
s~u,!ly and ! student-faculty foruT, u n s c r u p 1.1! ~ u s p 0 1i tic a 1 enchantment of the other.
dis~ussed the Negro Problem,
connections to get installed as
UNM will always stand as a
all m 1945,
Lobo editor and promptly began
of all that makes New
haven
There was. much relief on· a progra~ to convert a
Mexico
such a fascinating
campus as the war wound to an cow-college student newspaper
place-and
the key ingreident (sic)
end. In August of '45 thes~udent into a "modern, uptown
of
that
mix
is respect for freedom
. se~ate. was formally accused of university student daily" in the
of
speech,
enhancement
of free
bemg !ncompetent by the student image of the Michigan Daily and
inquiry,
and.
all
the
factors
council, years .after a popular other such famous institutions.
stimulative
of
the
active
mind,
an
proposal to abohsh the senate was This effort was appreciated by intrigued· curiosity about life and
tabled by the senate.
at
t
M tt
ff t h Th
t'
f
UN
mos no one. a er o ac , t e a contin1.1al awareness that New
e r~ac ton
one
M Journal revealed it to be a Mexico is a place wodh caring
student m 1942 when asked, commu . t 1 t d'
•
th t
about. I could maktl a lot more
"What is the most interesting th L bls
'd"dscov~rhng
a
0
1
aspect pfUniversity life?'' replied, Ameer'oc
sflag
thno a11
ve Wan money or gain a Jot more prestige
"d • k'
k . th SUB d
I an
a on
e wa • e elsewhere. But there's no place
_tnt!l gmgl co e.~ Tmh. e h
an
went downtown and looked, and else I've found worth caring about
eu m c asses.
mgs ave sure n 'th d"d
th
so much.
changed.
eJ er 1
ey,
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
Rates: 10¢ per word per day with a
,1,00 per day minimum !lhar~re. or Ci~
per word per day with a 60t per day
minimum char~re for ads publlabed five
or more consecutive days,
Terma : Pa:rment must be made In full
prior to Insertion of advertisement.
Where: Marron HaJJ, Room 132
orbr mail
Olasslfted Advertlalnsr
UNM P,O, Box 20
Albuquerque. N.M, 87131

1)

PERSONALS

ROSA'S REMAINS OPEN, Some folks
cousider us CHURCH.
10/16
COLLEGE INN RESIDENT Alumui
Homecoming, Saturday night> Oct. 12.
10/11
YOU ARE INVITED to spend Sunday
afternoan exploring the world of Hypnosis, The NM Allsoc. for Ethical HYP·
nosis presents an Interesting demonstration of HYPnotic techniques on Sunday,
October 13th at 2:00 PM in room 201,
UNM Medical School at BCMC. Open
free to public. Membership will be ac·
cepted. For further info, call 268·613•.
10/11
GSA NEEDS representatives on these
committees: Cultural Comm., Popejoy
Hllll Bd., Entranee & Credits, Library
Comm.: ALSO - one..-Adminlstratlve
Assistant. Applications available in GSA
office, rm. 106, SUB.
10/11
NOT PLANNING ON FLUNKING out
but doing It anyway? Call AGORA student to student help, 2'17-3013. 10/11
MASSAGE: Oriental Shiatsu treatmeut in•
structlon, 266·2775. Men, women, chil·
dren welcome.
10/11
PREGNANT AND NEED HELP'l You
have friends who care at BfrthrJwht.
247·9819.
tfn

2)

LOST & FOUND

6)

4). FORRENT

5)

SUPER-FINE 2.bedroom apartment wants
roommate. $96 includes utilities, 2990362,
10/lG
2 APT (DUPLEX) $75 each. Needa
some flx·UP, will assist. Lomas and
Loui&iana, Call Hill, 255·3697.
10/11
FURNISHED APARTMENT, $135-$145.
Utilities J>aid. See owner, 123 Girard
SE,
·
10/14
MIDNIGHT SPECIAL, Ryder ovemieht
sleeJl tomorrow, '165·1111. ·
tfn
TRA-DE-TWO MAMUJA 2 1A. X lH4 3
lenses Lietz 35mm enlarger for Leica
M4, 4515 Central NE.
10/10
FU~NISHED
APARTMENTS,
AAA
Apartments. One, two, and three rooms.
Ver:r clean. near University and north
we~~t, 242·'1814, 247·1006, 242·1871.
tfn

GOLD STREET CIRCUS. Recorda, taP•
estries, beads, 1820 Central SE, 248·
1988. ~
10/11
HEAVY SAND BAG for either boxing or
kltrate train~ng, See Gilbert at UNM
PrintiniJ Plant.
10/11
1971 AUSTIN AMERICA. Good running
condition. ExceUent mileage, Idelll Stu•
dent car, $950. Hughe11, 248-2841, 9-4
or evenings 265-4615, 255.0505. 10/11 ·
EXOTIC BEADS from around the world.
Turquoise .& silver jeweJey, The Bead
Shaman, Old Town,
tfn
OLD MIRAGES, some 20 years old. .1.00
each, room 132, Marron Hall.
tfn
KINGSIZE WATERBEDS, $29.95, com·
p)ete systems, '59.95, heaters, $27.50.
Water Trips, 3.07 Central NE. Across
from Arb.ies. 268-8455.
· ttn
20 PORTABLE TV's ,30·$60, 4U Wyom·'
in&' NE, 255·598'1.
10/28
BACKPACKERS - Come in1pect New
Mexico's moet complete ~election of
equipment at B A C K COUNTRY
SPORTS, 2421 San Pedro NE. 208-8118.
'
tfn
CUSTOM GOLD weddlnw 6 dinner rlnp
by Charlie Romero, 268·3898.
12/8
BICYCLES: Lowest pdcea on Gitane and
other ftne European BicycJea. Over 100
in stock. $75 to $500. WORLD CHAM·
PION BICYCLES, 2122 Coal PL SE,
four bl!JCka from UNM. 848-9378, tt'n

5)

FOR SALE

1959 TR·S engine/tranE!. excellent-needs
intedor work, '500, 277-5813, 873Jl131,
10/16
HONDA 70cc, Excellent condition. Low
mileage. Reliable, 344-2423 after 2 PM.
10/10
· 1970 CJIEVELLE MALIBU, 2 door, 'PS,
A/C 307V8, automatic, low milea~ee,
$1000 or beat otter, 255·4888, 277•4537.
10/16
1969 PLYMOUTH SATELLITE 61,000
mi. P.S., auto. 843-6154.
10/15
1970 CHEVY MALIBU, AC, Power steer·
ing, low mileage, 277·5207, 1·988·2050.
$950,
~
10/15
. GOOD SOFA, $40, Captain's chairs, 292·
0895.
10/16
SONY TC·127 cassette deck and TEAC
AN·60 Dolby system. 1% )'1'8, old. $150,
8·2·9377.
10/14
SKI TOURING & BACKPACKING equipment from the professionals at the Trail
Haus-Sales, rental&, service, and clinics.
Since 1967, New Mexico's leading ski
touring center-Trail Haus, 1931 San
Mateo SE. 256·9190.
10/10
ROSSIGNOL ROC 550's 205 em
Look/Nevada bindings, 266·5014.

FORSALE

DRIVER NEEDED part-time with car,
tor elderly couple. Terms to be arra'llsred.
· 10/16
Call 266-C763.
PROFESSIONAL TYPlST: IBM carbon·
ribbon. Guaranteed accuracy. Reasonable
rates. 298·7147.
10/lt:
TUTORING IN MATH, PHYSICS. Grad·
uate with three years experience. 265·
7304.
10/11
lie COPIES, no minimum, Open 7 ·30 ..
'1:30 DATACO. 1712 Lomas at University,
10/18
PASSPORT,. IDENTIFICATION photos.
LoNwed prlcea In town, fut, pleulnJr,
ear UNM. CaD 2815·24U or come to
~'117 Girard N.E.
tfn
CALL NEW MEXICO EDITYPE: fast,
a ccurate typing and/or editing, 268•
4567.
10/14
6-STRING BANJO LESSONS: Bewln•
ning, advanced. Fralling, clawhammer
2dd&l 3 finger Picking, American, Iriali
ft e tunes. 836·1877.
10/14
FREE RETAIL CATALOG: Pipea, water•
pipe~, bongs, cigarette papen, roUinR'
maehfnea, superatonea, eli~, underground comlx, etc.: GabrJeUa'a Goodies
Box 434, HolJJWood, CA. 90028. 10/10

4)

FORRENT

FURNISHED STUDIO APARTMENT
new wall to wall carpetinJr. stereo'
dbhea ~~ta and paM. Quiet cou11te. No
Ho tntppreciate. CaU 242-8022
•
•
10/IC

:,-::r
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~~~,.eat:
Esc~'
CoH••
,,

Af •

Haus• 7-t2P"' Frt.

Glad Rags
Good Times Music
Daved Levine- Willy Palmer
Richard Eager-Joe Trum

SERVICES

,

Friday_ & Saturday 7:00-12:00 p.m.

Ifyou saw, ·
what she's seeing
you'd see•••
AsatailieaUy
funny
movie.
;1

-Jay Cocks, Time Magazine

J__
· · - DF
. MISIERIES
THE DBBANISM

1

quaRteus
DISCOUNT LIQUORS

905 YALE S.E.

fR.f.?-441®

Located just around the
corner-_we specialize in
everyday low prices

U.NM. STUDENt UNION
THEATRE 277·2031

'

Jose Cuervo Gold l/5-$4.99
Jack Daniels Black 1/5-$5.99
Bacardi Rum 1/5-$3.89
Seagrams 7 1/5-$3.89
Vodka Qt.-$3.12
Southern Comfort 1I 5-$4.99

Kegs and all the
equipment now
available!!

We carry pts. & ~ pts.
at SUPER prices.

Come in and compare ovr prices.

We mEET or SEAT all
U.N.M. STUDENT UNION
THEATRE 277·2031

•I

z

i

OLD MIRAGES 1988 throuah 1970, $1.00
each, room 132, Marron Hall.
tfn

~·~·

;;p

'm

CAMPUS REPS NEEDED to merchandise
excellent line of locally produced speak~.
ers. Good commission & sales incentive,
~
call 821-7910, 292-1868.
10/U
fP
UPWARD BOUND. Out reach, orienta.
~
tive specialmts. Mastera degree required,
!:::>'
preferably in gJddance & counseling,
;;;;.,
Responsible for l)oordinating the re!:9
cruiting & admissions process of Up·
,..,
ward Bound students, Orient sessions
ts'
for students ,& staff. Teach half time
7) MISCELLANEOUS
o
durin~r summel;'. Conduct activities · & WANTED LADY POOL players for the 1::::1
recreation programs. Ability to relate
to economically . and academically Iliasecond go.round at Rosa's,
10/16 ~
advantaged students, Salary based on
ORCA PRESENTS Flea Market Re-run; '<
educati<m & experience. Send resumes to
Oct. 16. Apply at SUB rm. 248, 10/15 t-1
Personel Office, UB, University of AI·
o
buquerque, St. Joseph Pl. ·NW, Albu·
SCRIPTURE READING, PI'QeN, MIQII, cr
querque, New Mexico, 87140, no later
dally 7 PM, 425 Unlvmlt7 NB, CanW. o
than October 10.. •
10/10 __b_ury_ Chapel,
J0/l4 ."o

STEREO HEAD PHONES $4.81, 8 foot
cord, 110ft ear Jlada, United Fr.r.ht
Sales. 3920 San Jlateo NE.
tt'n

LOST - LARGE 4-mo.-old male dog,
Black w/white on neck, feet & tall.
Carlisle. & Coal. No tags, Reward.
Please call 268-5257.
10/16
FOUND: MALE BEAGLE PUP. Wyom·
fng and Loa Altos eolf course. Call 265·
2909.
10/15
FOUND: Introduction to Biblical Hebrew
& Hebrew: Berlitz Self Teacher, CaiJ
867-5925.
10/14
LOST: Oct. 7 from Central Methodist
Church parking lot-buket of prizewinning hand-painted china. Reward.
299-4097.
10/14

3)

HOUSEPARENTS FOR TREATMENT
group home for teenagerr;J, No children.
Experience & references. $600, Parttime school or work ok. 345·3671 week•
days 9.5,
10/17
PART-TIME JOB, graduate students only,
Afternoons & evenings, Must be able to
work Friday & Saturday nights. Must be
over 21 yeara old. Apply In Person, no
phone calls please. Save Way Liquor
store, 5704 Lomas NE and 5516 Menaul
NE
10/10
'

EMPLOYMENT

advertised liquor prices.

·

